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SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
OF THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
JAN CHRASTINA, Brno 
(Received August 25, 1992) 
Summary. Given a family of curves constituting the general solution of a system of 
ordinary differential equations, the natural question occurs whether the family is identical 
with the totality of all extremals of an appropriate variational problem. Assuming the 
regularity of the latter problem, effective approaches are available but they fail in the 
non-regular case. However, a rather unusual variant of the calculus of variations based 
on infinitely prolonged differential equations and systematic use of Poincare-Cartan forms 
makes it possible to include even all constrained variational problems. The new method 
avoids the use of Lagrange multiplitiers. For this reason, it is of independent interest 
especially in regard to the 23rd Hilbert's problem. 
Keywords: inverse problem, Poincare-Cartan form, Lagrange problem 
A MS classification: 49N45 
Half-century ago, the well-known paper [Do] appeared under the same title as 
above. Only regular first order variational integrals were discussed there but it 
seems that lengthy calculations producing a somewhat depressive final results have 
negatively affected the following progress in this area. We believe that our geomet­
rical method based on infinitely prolonged Monge systems (diffieties) together with 
a far going generalization of Poincare-Cartan (VC) forms will be more successful. 
Let us briefly recall thp main principles paraphrasing a little [Do] and thus dealing 
with the variational integral 
(1) i f(x,y1,... ,ym,z1,... ,zm)dx -» extrémům, z{ == dy{/ dx 
in the regular case det(/ 0) ^ 0 (/ y = d
2f/dzidz^). If e* = df/dy1 - didf/dz^/dx 
are the familiar Euler-Lagrange (EC) operators, the EC system e ' g O can be uniquely 
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brought into the shape 
(2) dzi/dx^gi(x,y\...^,z\...,z^ dy'/dx^z1 
with derivatives separated on the left. Then the inverse problem concerns the reverse 
determination of (1) if (2) is known. It should not be confused with the weak inverse 
problem when the £C operators are given. The latter problem is much easier since 
the £C operators can be characterized by Helmholz identities and if these are satisfied 
then / = /X^yVdt by a quadrature (at least symbolically), cf. [An, Sa, 01]. In the 
regular case, the two inverse problems are closely related: certain linear combinations 
(with unknown coefficients equal to fa) of the first group of equations (2) provide 
the £C operators (by using the Helmholz identities as a criterion). This is the VTT 
(variations integrating factors) method, cf. [An]. The direct approach to the inverse 
problem is also possible. Conditions 
df/dy{ - (d/dx + £ z*d/dyi + £ g^d/dz^df /dz{ = 0 
for the sought function / easily result from the expanded transcription of the £C 
operators, however, the latter system proves to be of poor quality and obscures the 
nature proper of the task, see the rather ingenious and artificial adaptations invented 
in this connection in [Do]. 
The non-regular case lies without the scope of all available methods. But we should 
like to deal even with the inverse problem for all constrained variational integrals 
(3) / p*X -» extremum, p*u> = 0 (u e ft) 
where p = p(t) are curves (mappings of an interval a ^ t ^ b into the underlying 
space), A is a given 1-form (the Lagrange density) and fi is a given set of 1-forms 
realizing the differential constraints. (Clearly (1) arises as a very particular case of (3) 
with A = / da: and fi consisting of all contact forms i?* = dy% — z% dx.) This is possible 
within the framework of a little strange calculus of variations based on systematic use 
of generalized Poincare-Cartan forms. The final result is as follows. In one direction, 
given a variational integral (3), we are able to derive the £C system not involving 
the Lagrange multiplitiers for the relevant extremals. In the reverse direction, given 
a system of differential equations, we are able to write down a complete collection of 
requirements for the sought Lagrange density A (or better, for the relevant VC form 
of a kind prescribed in advance: of given rank, variables, order, and so on). The 
crucial part of these requirements consists (as a rule) of an overdetermined system of 
differential equations and then the compatibility is regarded as quite an other task 
here so that only few comments to this point will be occasionally adjoined. For the 
convenience of the reader, the main body of the article is devoted to preparatory 
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examples which are of independent interest. They are chosen successively more and 
more complicated and naturally enter the exposition of the general theory at the 
very end. 
In more detail, we begin with a geometrical transcription of [Do] to derive a slightly 
simpler resolving equations than in [Do] by means of quite other and less technical 
arguments. We continue with a still simpler approach to [Do] by employing the 
family of first integrals. In particular, it will be seen that the inverse problem can 
be expressed in geometrical terms: to determine a symplectical structure if a one-
parameter family of its Lagrange subspaces is given in advance. The next part is 
devoted to non-regular integrals (1) with m = 2. Besides a rather complete discus-
sion of the relevant inverse problem (which cannot be resolved by the VX-F-method 
since, as we shall see, the given £C system is not algebraically generated by the 
£C operators but appears only after a prolongation), we also deal with the peculiar 
subcase when the £C system is constituted by a single equation for two unknown 
functions. Then, passing to higher order variational integrals, the underlying spaces 
become not quite clear (the £C system and VC forms depend on some higher deriva-
tives which cannot be specified beforehand) and so we take a vigorous measure, the 
infinite prolongations, and briefly discuss a few typical examples. In this manner, 
the common concepts are adapted to the concluding part which deals with the con-
strained variational integrals (3). In order to make our expression self-contained, 
a somewhat unusual concept of a standard critical point of a functional [Ch] is re-
called which immediately gives the same extremals as [Gr] without any effort. But 
using an axiomatic approach to Monge systems, we are also able to eliminate the 
Lagrange multipliers (the auxiliary variables A« in [Gr]). This enables us to deal 
with the inverse problem in full generality. At last, the concluding part is concerned 
with various topics, in particular we mention the geodesies field theory and the 23rd 
Hilbert's problem. 
Our reasonings are carried out in the real C°°-smooth category. The definition 
domains are not specified and, following the common convenience, we tacitly deal 
with generic situations unless otherwise stated. (So the ranks are locally constant, 
certain functions do not change sign, certain modules over the ring of C°°-smooth 
functions possess free bases which turn into bases of R-linear spaces after taking 
their value at a point, and so on.) We shall not use any advanced tools omitting 
all needless formalisms of the jet theory. But it may happen that some concepts 
will look somewhat strange (especially in the concluding parts) and ought to be 
followed with a certain care. At this place we should like to recall the Lie derivative 
Cz -= Z\ d + dZJ along the vector field Z, and the modified Lie derivative Mz = 
d/dx + Cz acting on differential forms which depend on a parameter x (cf. Section 3 
below). Let $ be the module of all differential 1-forms. A submodule S C $ is 
called flat if dS a. 0 (mod E). Alternatively, if S x denotes the module of all 
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vector fields Z satisfying B(Z) = 0, the last congruence is equivalent to Cz"B C S 
(Z € S x) , or to [S-SE-1] C H-1. Then, if 2 = { { V - , ^ } is generated by a 
finite family of forms £ r , . . . ,£m, the FVobenius theorem may be applied (recall the 
tacitly assumed genericity) and we conclude that S has a basis consisting of total 
differentials: E = {dh*,...,dhn}, dft1 A... A dhn ^ 0. The functions hl,...,hn 
(and alternatively, any composed function h = h(hl,...,hn)) are the first integrals 
(of S), In particular, for any 1-form £, the module Adjd£ consisting of all forms of 
the kind Z\ d£ (Z is ranging through all vector fields) is flat and the form df can be 
expressed in terms of the relevant first integrals, see [Ca, Br]. Analogously, if * C $ 
is a submodule then the module Adj \P generated by all forms from $ together with 
all forms of the kind Z\ dtp (0 E *, Z € * x ) is also flat [Ca, Br]. This will be needed 
in Section 23 below together with certain identities between Lie derivatives and Lie 
brackets. (Incidentally, there is a basis of * expressible in terms of the first integrals 
of Adj^.) Of course, it is not much necessity to recall such well-known results here, 
and we do so only to specify a little the notation and terminology which seem to be 
rather diverse in current literature. 
THE FIRST ORDER REGULAR PROBLEM 
1* Fundamental concepts. Our reasonings will be carried out in the space of 
variables x,y1,...,ym,z1,...,zm (m ^ 1) endowed with the contact forms &:;= 
dyi-zidx and the Lagrange density A = fdx (f = f(x,yl,...,ym,z1,...,zm)). 
We shall deal with the variational integral (1). One can verify that there is a unique 
form £ satisfying 
(4). £i=A,d£S0 (modt?\... ,tfm), 
namely the famous PC form £ = A + £ / # ' (fi = df/dz*). Clearly 
(5) df = £ a V A da? + £ a«tf* A t?' + £ fadz"^ 
where a^^df/dy^dfi/dx^z^fi/dy^a^^ ^(dfj/dy^dfi/dy^). The module 
A4j d£ is generated by the forms 
(6) £ aW, E /y** , a' dx + £ o««M - £ fa dzj (i = 1,..., m). 
Let lis suppose the regularity det(/t*j) ^ 0 from now on. Then the curves which satisfy 
the Pfaff's system (p s 0(<p € Adj d£) are exactly the extremals. (Indeed, they satisfy 
the contact conditions #* = 0 owing to the regularity, and the £C system el = 0 owing 
to the equations of da: - £ fa dzj = 0 which follow from (6).) One can also see that 
all vector fields lying in Adj d£x are multiples of F = d/dx + £ zid/dyi + £ g{d/dz{ 
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(where g1,... ,gm are the same functions as in (2)). This follows from the fact that 
the forms #*, a*da;-]T) fijdzj (i = l , . . . , ra) constitute a basis of Adjd£ in the 
regular case. As a result, the vector field F is tangent to the extremals. 
On the other hand, Adjd£ is flat. Let Adjd£ = {dh1,...,dft2m} in terms of the 
relevant first integrals. Then df can be expressed as 
(?) d£ = £#^'dftl*Adfti (ff« = fry(fci, . . . ,h^)) 
with appropriate functions W* or, alternatively, f can be expressed as 
(8) x = Y.Hldh1 + dV (W ^ H^h1,.. .,h2m), V = V(x,y1,...,ym,z1,...,zm), 
which follows from the Poincare lemma. The regularity means that det(Hij) = 
det(dHJ/dh{ - dW/dti) ^ 0. 
2. The inverse problem. We suppose that the extremals are given in advance 
and search for the relevant density A = fdx or, which is equivalent, for the relevant 
VC form £. In more detail, the vector field F (tangent to the extremals) is given and 
we wish to determine a form £ of the special kind A: £ = f dx + Y^fi^1 (with an 
appropriate / and fi = df/dz1) satisfying moreover B: det(fij) # 0 (the regularity, 
fij = d2f/dz{dzj) and C: F\ d£ = 0 (equivalent to the inclusion F € Adjd^, that 
is, ensuring that the given extremals belong to the VC form £)• 
Alternatively, in terms of first integrals, if functions hx = h%(x, y1,..., ym, z1,..., 
zm) satisfy Fh{ = 0 (i = l,.. . ,2ra) and d/^A... A dh2m # 0, then C means 
that df can be expressed as (7) with appropriate Hij = Hij(h1,... ,h2m) = 
Ki5(x,y1,...,ym,z1, ,zm). It follows that (owing to C) the form df can 
be easily determined if its restriction 
d | = E^^const . , ! / 1 , . . . ,zm)d~ti A d y , hk = ftfc(const., y1 , . . . ,zm), 
on a fixed hyperplane x = const, is known. (Indeed, in this case we know the 
restrictions Hij(h},.. .,h2m) = Kij(const., y 1 , . . . , z m ) , hence the original functions 
Hij(hx,..., h2m) by the substitution ft* -» ft*. Thus the form (7) on the total space 
is determined.) The requirement B can be interpreted by saying that df provides a 
symplectical structure on this hyperplane. Our next aim is to "reduce" the remaining 
requirement A to the hyperplane, too. 
3. The reduction, (i) If a form ip = fdx + ̂ uW satisfies FJ dxj) = 0 then 
ux = fi (easy direct verification). It follows that A can be replaced by the congruence 
A':t*0 (moddz,*?1,...,*?"1). 
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(ii) Let rj) be a 1-form satisfying dt/> £ 0 (mod dx ,dy\ . . . ,dym). Then %j) turns 
into a complete differential if x, y1 , . . . , ym are kept constant, hence 
V> = udx + £>*'dy*' + dV = / d x + Xytf* + dV (/ = u + £ u V ) . 
So we obtain a form £ = / dx + J2 u1^ satisfying Af and d£ = dif>. It follows that 
A! can be replaced by the congruence d£ =* 0 (mod dx, dy1 , . . . , dym) and denoting 
r) = dx A dy1 A... Adym, this congruence is expressed by the equation A": 77Adf = 0. 
(iii) For K ^ 1 large enough, there surely exists a linear dependence of the 
kind CF7] = Yl^^F
7) (sum over k = 0,.. .,K — 1, with appropriate coefficients 
it;1,..., wK~~l. Assuming C, we have CF d£ = dF\ d£ = 0 and thus 
. ^ ( r 7 A d O = 4 ^ A d ^ = E ^ ^ A d ^ = E ^ ^ F ( ^ A d O . 
This may be regarded as a linear K-th order differential equation for the form 77 A d£. 
(In more elementary terms of temporary coordinates t, t1,..., t2m such that F = 
d/dt, we obtain a classical linear system of ordinary differential equations for the 
coefficients of the form 77 A d£ expressed in terms of these coordinates.) It follows 
that if the Cauchy data at a fixed hyperplane x = const, axe vanishing, the solution 
77 A df vanishes in the total space (and A" is satisfied). More explicitly, if the forms 
CF(r) A d£) = CFr] A d£ vanish when x = const, is kept fixed but dx 7- 0 is retained 
for k = 0 ,1 , . . . , K - 1, then r) A d£ = 0 in the total space. 
(iv) Let d£ be the form which arises if dx = 0 is inserted into df. (If moreover x = 
const, is kept fixed in d£, we obtain the restriction d£) The form d£ will be regarded 
as a differential form depending on the parameter x in the reduced space of variables 
y1 , . . . , ym, z1,..., zm. Let us introduce the vector field G = X) zid/dyi + £ gid/dzi 
(depending on the parameter x) and the form [i = dy1 A... A dym in the reduced 
space. Recall moreover the modified Lie derivative MG = d/dx + CG> (A little 
formally, F = d/dx + G, CF = MG, V = dx A/z, MGU = CFU = Fu for any function 
it = u(x, y 1 , . . . , ym, z1,..., zm) which is regarded either as a function on the original 
space or as a function depending on a parameter on the reduced space.) Then 
CkFr) A df = dx AC
k
Fn A d£ = dx AJM /̂x A d£ 
and (inserting here x = const, but dx ^ 0) it follows that the vanishing of the initial 
values at x = const, (discussed in (iii)) can be expressed by 
(9) ( A ^ ) ~ A d | = 0 (& = 0 , . . . , t f - l ) . 
The tilde means the restriction (we put x = const, and dx = 0). Altogether, C and 
(10) imply A!1 and the reduction is achieved. 
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4. Summary. Let F (hence Adjdf determined by F € Adjdfx, and also the 
first integrals ft1,..., ft2m of Adj df) be given and let us search for the relevant VC 
form f. If d£ is already known then £ is determined up to a total differential (the 
Poincare lemma) and the Lagrange density A = fdx up to a divergence (cf. (4) and 
(ii) above). The form d£ can be determined if the restriction df on a fixed hyperplane 
x = const, is known (cf. Section 2). In order to determine d£, the system (9) with K 
large enough is to be resolved. We are interested only in solutions d£ of the maximal 
possible rank (i.e., in symplectic structures d | on the reduced space). 
5. Technical remarks, (i) The formula 
(10) MkG^ = Y,i^^.
dMkSy1A...AdMk^ym (k = kx + ... + km) 
follows from the Leibniz rule. Inserting here 
MGy
{ = z\ M%kyx = Fkg\ 
one can obtain MGJJL in explicit terms. 
(ii) Owing to A, one may assume d£ = ^dv*Ady* where Vi = dv/dz%\ v = 
v(yl> • • • > 2/m> z1,..., zm) = / (the restriction of / ) . Inserting such a d | with dV{ = 
£ v{ dyj + £ Vij dz3 where v{ = d2v/dz%dyi, v{j = d
2v/dz%dzj into (9), a system of 
second order differential equations for the function v = / appears and we search for 
solutions with det(vij) ?- 0. 
(iii) Alternatively, owing to-A', we may put d£ = ^ d ^ A d y * with unknown 
functions Vi = Vi(yx,..., ym, z1,..., zm). In this case, we obtain a system of first 
order differential equations for the unknowns v\,..., vn. 
(iv) Also the substitution df = £ & A dy% with unknown differential forms & = 
J2 vi dyJ + £ v^ dzj is possible. The family of linear relations for the unknown 
coefficients v\, vij arising from (9) must be completed by the closedness requirement 
d21 = £ d ^ Ad^* Ad^ -f ^dt;^- Adzj Adz{ = 0. 
(v) For the constant K in (9) we may take the least positive integer such that 
the relations MQ/JL A v = 0 (k = 0, . . . , K — 1) imply MGji A v = 0 for any 2-form 
v on the reduced space. Such a K depends on the given vector field G (the form 
/i = dy1 A.. . A dym is fixed). One can then see that MGn A v = 0 for any l^K. 
6. The Darboux case [Da]. We should Uke to briefly demonstrate the procedure 
outUned in Sections 4, 5 on few examples. Let us first look at the case m = 1. Then 
M = dy1, d | = dv1 Ady1 = v{ dz1 Ady1 (cf. (u) or (in) of Section 5) so. that (9) is 
identicaUy satisfied, an arbitrary nonvanishing form (requirement B) may be taken 
for d|. It follows that d£ = H12dhx Adft2 where ft1, ft2 are fixed first integrals 
with dft1 Adft2 7̂  0 and H12 = JFf12(ft1,ft2) £ 0 may be an arbitrary nonvanishing 
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function. Alternatively we may also put df = dh1 A dh2 with h2 fixed and h1 an 
arbitrary first integral with dh1 A dh2 ^ 0. So we have f = h1 dh2 + dV, hence 
f~(r.i(dtf idh
2\ dV idV\J , (uldh
2 dV\Al . . aU 
^{h{^+zw)+^+z^)dx+{h^+^)dz (modl?)-
Since ByC (and even A") are already satisfied, the remaining requirement A 
h1dh2/dz1+dV/dz1 = 0 permits to determine the function V = - / hxdh2/dzl -d*1 
and thus the general solution 
f-h {-te+zw) + ^+W 
An alternative formula involving fixed first integrals ft1, ft2 and an arbitrary nonva-
nishing composed function H12 = if12(ft1, ft2) can be derived analogously. 
7. The Douglas case. Passing to the much more difficult case m = 2, we shall be 
able to slightly simplify the resolving equations [Do] owing to a very adaptable choice 
of the sought df (cf. points (ii)-(iv) in Section 5) and to complete the elimination 
of the parameter x. Then the compatibility problem slightly simplifies, too, but the 
excellent exposition of the Riquier compatibility test [Do 109-115, 116-125] cannot 
be improved and so we omit this topic here. 
Assuming m = 2, we have /x = dj^Ady2, d | = w dy1 A dy2 + £ Vij dz% A dyj 
(w = v\ — v2). Denoting 
MkG\i = a
k dy1 A dy2 + £ *>¥ dz{ A dy' + £ ck dz1 A dz2, 
the requirements (9) are expressed by 
(llk) ckw - b^vii + 6^12 + bfv21 - 6} ̂ 22 = 0. 
According to (v) Section 5, one can see that K -̂  6 so that only the relations (11°)-
(ll5) are important. Moreover, ak are not needed and the transposition y1 <—• y2, 
z1 <—> z2 turns /x into - / i and thus ft}1, bk2 into -&22> -fcj1. So the shortened table 
(following from (10) by lengthy but easy calculation) is quite sufficient: 
c 0 =bOJ = c l = f e H = 0 > fc12 = l i < ? = 2 > 621 = _ 5 2 : ) ft22 = f l l i ) 
c3 = 3((/01 + <&), 6
31 = -g2n + 3So
21, 6f = g\x + 35o
22, 
c4 = 4<rf. + <&) + 6 5 o \ 4 , 6« = -«& + 4ff
21 - 6^Vol, 
b? = S21 + 49? - 6 5 o
i 2 4 , c5 = 5(c,21 + & ) + 10(5[\5o2 - 9y0\), 
bl1 = -53
2i + 552
21 + lOfofirf1 - a&j f ) , 
6f2 = flit + 5P2
22 + 10(fl[V2
]2 - pftrf*). 
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Here we abbreviate 
9k j A = ^qFkgi/dyh ... dy^dz*1 ... dz>« 
and use the square bracket to denote the alternation, e.g., ga
xgc = 9l92b ~ 929\b-
As the relations (11) are concerned, (11°) is identity and ( l l 1 ) means that t>i2 = 
V21. At this place, it is suitable to recall Douglas' notation L = «n, M = vu = V21, 
IV = u22. Then ( l l
2 ) reads 
(12) u; = j (ff^L - 0oiM + ^ 2 M - (&IV) 
and permits to get rid of w from ( l l 3 " 5 ) to obtain certain requirements 
(13) AL + BM + CIV = AiL + BiIVf + dIV = A2L + B2M + C2IV = 0 
for the unknowns L, M, IV. We state only the values 
-4 = 5(^01 + 002)002 - 0I2 + 3<7o2> <? = --(Poi + 002)001 + 0n - 3 ^ , 
B = ~ g (0oi + 0o2)(0oi - 002) + 0n - 012 - 3 ( ( ^ - gf) 
which will appear most frequently (and note aside that At..., C2 differ from [Do 
(7.6)-(7.9)] by a mere constant factor). The following development will depend on 
the rank of the matrix A of the linear system (13). 
8. Continuation. If rank A = 3 then (13) admits only the trivial solution 
L = M = IV = 0, the regularity det(v^) = LIV - M2 ?- 0 is not satisfied and the 
inverse problem is not solvable. 
If rank A = 0 (thus A = .. . = C2 = 0) then we have the sole condition (12) which 
turns into the equation 
д2V д2V 
dyldz2 dy2dzl 
_ 1 (dg1 d2v (dg2 dgy\ d2v dg2 d2v \ 
~ 2 \dz2 (dz1)2 + \dz2 dz1) dzl8z2 dz1 (dz2)2) 
for the unknown function v = / if one applies (ii) Section 5. (As a particular case 
including the inverse problem with extremal straight lines in the three-dimensional 
space, the equation d2v/dy1dz2 — d2v/dy2dz1 = 0 satisfying the Asgeirsson mean 
value formula appears!) No further comments are needed. 
If rank A = 2 then the last equation (13) may be omitted and we obtain 
(14) L = (BCi - CBi)u, M = (CAi - Ad)ut N = (ABX - BAx)u 
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where u = u(yx, y2, z1, z2) is a new unknown function. We search for a nonvanishing 
solution u in the domain where the regularity 
(BCi - CB!)(ABX - BAX) - (ACX - CAi)
2 ^ 0 
is satisfied. Applying (iv) Section 5 and substituting (12), (14) into the relevant 
closedness requirement d2£ = 0 (cf. Section 5), this inequality guarantees that the 
resulting system for the unknown function u can be represented as 
(15) du/dy1 = uP, du/dy2 = uQ, du/dz1 = uR, du/dz2 = uS, 
where P , . . . , S are certain known functions. It follows that the solution exists if and 
only if'Pdy1 +Qdy2 +Rdzx +Sdz2 is a total differential. We shall not give more 
comments but it is to be noted that all "generic" variational problems are involved 
in the case rank A = 2 as follows by a simple perturbation argument applied to the 
function / . One can also see that this function is determined up to the substitutions 
/ -» cf + dg/dx + £ zidg/dyi ( c ^ O a constant g = g(x, yx,y2)). 
The remaining case rank A = 1 is the most difficult one. We shall outline a shorter 
method than [Do] to obtain the resolving equations. In this case, (13) reduces to the 
single equation AL + BM + CN = 0. We shall assume A -̂ 0 for brevity and take 
care of the equation At2 + Bt + C = 0 with certain roots t, i. The subcases t ^ i, 
t = i will be discussed separately. 
9. Inequal roots. We introduce the coframe a = tdy1 + dy2, a = fdy1 +dy2, 
/3 = t dz1 + dz2, 0 = idz1 + dz2 and the "nearly dual" frame 
Y ~ ± - t ± Y - ± - t ± Z - ± - i ± Z - ± - t ± 
~ dy1 dy2i " dy1 dy2' " dz1 dz2' " dz1 dz2 
in the sense that (t - T) dg = Yg - a + Yg • a + Zg - (3 + H5g * /? is satisfied for any 
function g. One can then verify the crucial formula 
d | = P/3 A a + R$ A a + Sa A a 
where R~(M- W)/(t - t), R = (M - tN)/(t - *), S = w/(t - t). Using (12) we 
obtain S = aR + &R where 
o = :{9u9oi - 9u9o2 " Њo
29oi.+ ffo1 + 9m) 
(16) ^ ( ť - ř ) ^ ' 
• " + K9ki9h) ~ 9^9Í\ + 2(90%] + 9oa9o\))} 
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and a arises by the transposition t <—•> i. Applying (iv) Section 5, the closedness 
requirement 
d2 £ = dR A/3 A a + dR A/3 A a + (adiJ+adi?) Aa Aa +R-y+ R*f = 0 
appears where 7, 7 are certain 3-forms not depending on iZ, R. Using the above 
frame F , F , Z, Z, this requirement can be represented by an equivalent and rather 
special system of the kind 
FH =( . . . ) , (X + aY)R = (...), YR = (...), (X + aY) = (...) 
where (...) are certain expressions linear in i2, R. The self-evident identity 
M2-LN = M2 + (BM/A + CN/A)N = (M - tN)(M - tN) = (t - t)RR 
means that we are interested in nonvanishing solutions R y-= 0, R ^ 0. Then M = 
tR + iR, N = R + R, L = -BM/A - CN/A and w given by (12) determine the 
sought form d|. (If the roots are complex conjugate, the complexification of the 
tangent space appears as temporary tool.) 
10. Equal roots. If t = i = -B/2A, then 
d | = N/3 A a + P(dzl Aa + /3A dy1) + QaA dyl 
with the same a, /3 as above and P = M - £iV, Q = -w = aN + bP where 
a = {the same as in(16)}/2.A, 
b = (Sot.ffi;] + ffiUL + 90^0,] + 9^9§2)/2A. 
Applying (iv) Section 5, the closedness requirement d21 = 0 yields a system of the 
kind 
ZN-^2=(...),2P = (...), (T + a± + bz)N = (...), (f + 0 A ) p = (...) 
where (...) are certain expressions linear in iV, P. The identity M2 - LN = 
(M - tN)2 = _P2 means that we search for a solution iV, P with P ^ 0. At this 
place, we conclude the geometric exposition of the inverse problem closely related to 
the point of view of [Do]. The conception of the subsequent chapters will successively 
become more and more different. 
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THE SAME PROBLEM THROUGH THE FIRST INTEGRALS 
11. Digression. Before passing to the theme proper, we shall once more derive 
the crucial resolving requirement (9) by using first integrals for new coordinates. 
To this aim, let y{ = yi(x,h1y... ,ft
2m), zl = ^ f o y 1 , . . . ,ft2m) (= dy{/dx) be the 
equations of extremals (the integration constants ft1,... ,ft2m are kept fixed for a 
moment). Then a:, ft1,..., ft2m can be used for alternative coordinates in the total 
space and in particular 
Tj = dx A dy1 A . . . A d y m = dx A £ ft*-•••*»» dft*'1 A . . . A dft*"™ = dx A/i, 
where the coefficients are known functions of x,ft1,.. .,ft2m. Assuming (7) with 
unknown functions Hij (which ensures C), the requirement fi Ad£ = 0 (ensuring A") 
can be expressed by a family of certain linear relations £ c]JHij = 0 (t = 1, . . . , L) 
between the functions Hij. Here the coefficients cle
J are well-known, they can be 
expressed as linear combinations of the above functions ft*1**™. But unlike Hij = 
Hij(hx,..., ft2m), they may depend on the coordinate x. It follows that necessarily 
also 
Y,dkJt
j/dxk-Hij = 0 (/?=1,...,L; jfc = 0,l,...) 
must be satisfied. But in reality, only a finite number k = 0, . . . , K - 1 of these 
relations is enough (where K ^ number of all Hij = m(m — l)/2), even at a fixed 
value x = const. This is a mere reformulation of the result (iii) Section 5 in terms of 
new coordinates, of course. The present derivative d/dx exactly corresponds to the 
previous Cz-
It is to be noted that the equation /x A d£ = 0 means that d£ = 0 (mod dy1 , . . . , 
dj/m), i.e., the system dy1 = . . . = dym = 0 determines a one-parameter family 
of Lagrangian subspaces (given in advance) of the sought symplectical structure d£ 
(= d£ in the new coordinates). This provides a very nice geometrical interpretation 
of the inverse problem. 
12. An alternative approach to the inverse problem employing the first in-
tegrals ft1,..., ft2m in a different and more direct manner can be explained as fol-
lows. The requirement C is satisfied if we assume the formula (7) with certain (as 
yet unknown) functions Hij (cf. Section 2). Then B is equivalent to the condi-
tion det(Hij) ^ 0. The remaining requirement A", i.e., the congruence df =* 0 
(mod dx, dy1 , . . . , dym) is expressed by 
y v ^ = o (c« =
 dJtdJJ--dJidJJ-\ 
where the sum is over i,j = 1, . . . , 2m, for every P, Q = 1, . . . , m. (One can also 
verify that for given functions if* = ^(h1,...,^2"1), the same conditions with 
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Hij = dHj/dh{ - dH{/dhj ensure the existence of a function V such that the form 
(8) satisfies the first congruence (4).) Since the coefficients cj£ may depend on x, 
also the requirements 
(17) £ 3 * 4 / 9 * * •#*=() (p)g = l,...,m;fc = 0,l,...) 
make a good sense and should be satisfied. But in reality, only a finite number of the 
conditions (17) at a fixed value x = const, is enough. (The reason is quite analogous 
as in (iii) Sectioji 5 and need not be repeated here.) 
If Hij = dW/dti - dH{/dhj is inserted into (17) with x = const, kept fixed, 
a very interesting overdetermined system of differential equations for the unknown 
functions Hk = Hk(h},..., ft2m) arises. Unlike the previous chapter where a special 
choice of coordinates and frames was preferred (which is a typical feature of the 
Riquier method), the present choice of variables ft1,..., ft2m is apriori free which is 
suitable if the compatibility tests based on the involutiveness are applied (cf. [Br, 
Ca]). Alternatively (17) can be regarded as a system of mere linear algebraic relations 
between the unknown functions Hij but in this case the closedness requirement 
d2 £ = Z) dH1* A dft* A dftJ = 0 must be adjoined (cf. (iv) Section 5) and we obtain 
an exterior linear system of the kind thoroughly discussed in [Br]. 
13. The Darboux case. If m = 1 then p = q = 1 and (17) is identically satisfied. 
It follows that (for given first integrals ft1, ft2 with dft1 A dft2 ^ 0) we may choose 
£ = H1 dft1 +H2 dft2 quite arbitrarily provided the necessary regularity condition 
H12 = dH2/dhx - dHr/dh2 ^ 0 be satisfied. Then the function V in (8) is to be 
determined from the equation H^tf/dz1 +H2dh2/dz1 + dV/dz1 = 0 in order to 
ensure the first congruence (3). As a.result, the formula 
provides the general solution of the inverse problem. 
14. The Douglas case. Assuming m = 2, the unknown functions H1* (i < j ; 
i,j = 1, . . . , 4) are subjected to the relevant requirements (17), i.e. 
(19) E ( 5 f c 4 / ^ r . f f ^ = 0 (k = Q,...,K-l) 
(x = const, in the coefficients) and we need det(H^) ^ 0. Since there are 6 unknowns 
Hij, the number of linearly independent equations (17) is K < 6 (and it depends 
on the nature of the coefficients cjj, i»e., on the nature of the given first integrals 
li1,...,!.4). 
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If K = 6 then Hij = 0 is the only solution of (19) and the inverse problem 
is unsolvable. If K = 5 then all solutions of (19) are proportional, i.e., Hlj = 
uK%i where Kij = K%i(hx,..., h4) are known functions. One can then see that the 
unknown factor u is subjected to a system of the kind (15) with the independent 
variables h1,..., h4 (instead of y1, j / 2 , z1, z2) and the resulting conclusion is analogous 
as in Section 8. The cases K < 3 lead to a mere Cauchy-Kowalewska system and 
will not be discussed here. The remaining case K = 4 is the most interesting one 
and exactly corresponds to Sections 9, 10. 
15. Continuation. Assume K = 4. Then (19) consists of 4 independent equa-
tions and may be represented (if necessary, after a sufficiently general change of 
variables / i 1 , . . . , ft4) in the special and equivalent shape 
H4i = U (i = 1,2,3), L = 0 
where L 1 , . . . ^ 3 , L are linearly dependent on H12, H13, if23 and do not involve 
any function H4i. (In fact, such a state is achieved if the condition (19) produces 
only one relation between the variables i/12, H13, H23. In equivalent terms, if 
Hx* = uKli + vL%i is a general solution of (19) with u,v arbitrary parameters and 
K%i', L%i known, then the pencil of forms ^(uK1* + vLij) dti A dti when restricted 
to dft4 = 0 should still be a pencil involving two essential parameters u,v. But such 
a state can be achieved by a sufficiently general choice of the variable ft4.) Inserting 
Hij = dW/dti - dH%/dti, we obtain the resolving system 
(20) dW/dti = dH4/dti + U (i = 1,2,3), L = 0, 
where the absence of dH4/dh4 prevents its bringing into the Cauchy-Kowalewska 
shape. 
Turning to the problem of compatibility of (20), we shall abbreviate dH%/dhk = 
#£> dHij/dhk = Hk and analogously for higher derivatives. Moreover let us denote 
L = R°. 
We should like to propose a compatibility test advantageous for the discussion 
of "nearly Cauchy-Kowalewska" systems of differential equations. The test is of in-
ductive nature and consists of the reduction of a given system to another system of 
equations for admissible Cauchy data on a hyperplane. So, unlike in the involutive-
ness theory, it proceeds from higher- to lower-dimensional compatibility problems 
and the most important objects (e.g., the characteristics of codimension one) are (at 
least implicitly) indicated at the very beginning of calculations. 
As the system (20) involving unknown functions H*,..., H4 of independent vari-
ables ft1,..., ft4 is concerned, it clearly implies H\k = .ff
4^ + dLi/dhk. It follows 
H? = Hi - H^ = Hfi + dU/dti - Hfj - dU/dti = dU/dti - dV/dti 
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which are clearly functions of Hlk
3 (ij^k = l 2,3). As a result, the expressions H\j 
can be eliminated from the equation (dL/dh>
4 —J 9RP/dh4 = 0 and we obtain a 
linear relation Rl = 0 between if1^ JJ 13̂  #23 without derivatives d/dh4, that is, 
R1(...,Hik
j,...,Hi*,...)^0 (i,j,fc = 1,2,3). 
Quite analogously, owing to # i ^ $= tf^ + d^L/dhkdhl, the equation dRx/dh4 = 0 
(equivalent to d2L/(dh4)2 = 0) can be replaced by an equivalent linear relation of 
the kind 
Il2(...,H^,...,H^,...,H^,...)=0 ( t f j f M = 1,2,3). 
Continuing in this way, we obtain a series of relations R8 = 0 (5 = 0,1,...) between 
derivatives of FT12, H13, H23 with respect to hx,h2,h3. One can observe that if a 
certain relation Rs = 0 is a linear combination of the preceding R° = ... = I?5"1 = 
0 possibly derived with respect to hx,h2,h3, then also all the following relations 
ftS+k = 0 do not bring anything new (being analogous linear combinations, too; 
this follows by a simple analysis of the above recurrent construction of the sequence 
R°, R1,...). Such an index 5 < 00 does exist (as follows from the general finiteness 
principles of the compatibility theory). 
At this place, the compatibility of the original system (20) is converted into the 
compatibility of the system .R0 = . . . = Rs~x = 0 with x4 = const, kept fixed. In fact, 
solutions of this system provide the Cauchy data for (the Cauchy-Kowalewska system 
constituted by) the first group of equations (20) with unknown functions HX,H2, H3 
and H4 quite arbitrarily chosen in advance. Then the remaining equation L = 0 of 
(20) is satisfied (at least in the formal sense, i.e., compatible) since all derivatives 
dsL/(dh4)8 = 0 vanish at the hyperplane x4 = const, (being equivalent to R8 = 0, 
that is to .R1 = . . . = .Rs_1 = 0 in virtue of the first group (20)). 
So we have to deal with the compatibility of the system _R° = . . . = i?5"1 = 0 
with unknown functions K{ = Kl(h},h2,h3) = ^(h1 ,h2,h3,const.) replacing the 
previous H{ in the expressions H** = dHj/dh{ - dW/dh? (i,j = 1,2,3) which 
occur in Rs. We propose still onother simplification as follows. Denoting Kij = 
dKi/dti-dW/dhi for clarity, assume that Jfi0 = AK12+BK13 + CK23 with A ^ 0. 
Then K12 may be eliminated from the remaining relations J?1 = . . . = -R5""1 = 0 
(if 5 > 1) which turn into a system of linear differential equations for K13, K23 
regarded as unknown function. However, then the closedness requirement 
d £ K i j d/i* Adhj = d ((.fiT13 d/11 4-.fi:23 d/12) A ( § d/11 - f d/12 + dh3 ) ) = 0 
must be taken into account (compare with (iv) Section 5). It yields the condition 
( d B d dB/A\ 13 / d C d dC/A\ ia 
\dh>^Adh* a y / A ~\dw Adh3+ aw ) K 
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for the remaining unknowns If13, K& which is to be adjoined to the previous 
R1 = . . . = Rs"x = 0 (with K12 already eliminated). In principle, this is a bet-
ter result than in Sections 9, 10 since we have only three independent variables ft1, 
ft2, ft3. Note at least that by an appropriate change of variables ft1, ft2, ft3, the 
factor §dftx -%dh2 + dh3 could be transformed either to h2dhx +dft3 or to dft3 
(the Darboux theorem). Then the above condition essentially simplifies but we do 
not continue these reasonings. 
THE NON-REGULAR INVERSE PROBLEMS 
16. Fundamental structural results. Leaving the regular variational prob-
lems, we enter a rather dangerous realm involving many striking matters. The com-
mon methods (especially the Dirac theory of constraints) seem to be of little purpose 
for our aim and we are compelled to follow another way. For simplicity, we will deal 
only with the case m = 2. Our methods can be applied for the general m as well but 
it is a toilsome task which deserves a separate book. 
So retaining the previous notation, we will thoroughly deal with the variational 
integral 
(21) f f(xyiy
2,z\z2)dx^ extremum ( / u ^ 0, fnf12 = (/ i2)
2). 
One can then see that (4) essentially simplifies: 
(22) df = (a1*?1 + a2*?2) A dx +at?x A t?2 + /nC A t? 
where a1 = df/dyi-dfi/dx-^z^dfi/dy^ a = ^(df2/dy
x-dfi/dy2). In particular, 
we introduce the forms C = dz1 +cdz2, t? = t?1 + ct?2 with c = /12//11 which will be 
of the highest importance. Clearly the forms 
a1!?1 + a2t?2, a1 dx -hat?2 - /nC, a2 dx -at?1 - c/uC,<? 
generate the module Adj df and it follows that all extremals satisfy Pfaff 's system 
ip = 0 ((p € Adj df). (The converse is not true but the curves satisfying the system 
and the contact conditions t?1 = t?2 = 0 already are the extremals.) One can then 
see that the forms 
(23) edar, et?2, t?, a1 dx+at?2 - / n f (e = a
2 - ca1) 
may be used for generators, too. It follows that e = 0 on every extremal. Assuming 
that the function e effectively depends on z1, z2 (which can be expressed by de/dz1 ^ 
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0, see below), we shall prove that there exists another function e vanishing on all 
extremals. In other terms, the EC system consists of two differential equations 
e = e = 0 of the first order. 
For the aim mentioned, look at the module Adj df near the points where e ^ 0. It 
follows from (23) that near these points, Adj df is generated by dx, dy1, dy2 together 
with a certain differential dz where z = z(x, y1, y2, z1, z2) is a function satisfying the 
congruence 
d ^ g . d ^ + ^ d z 2 - g - C (moddz.djr.dj/2). 
(In particular dz/dz2 = cdz/dz1 so that dz/dz1 = 0 implies also dz/dz2 = 0. We 
shall soon see that e can be expressed in terms of x, y1^2, z, thus de/dz1 = 0 implies 
de/dz2 = 0, too.) The congruence clearly implies 
™ <-(*-l'--&*,-&*,)/£-
The form d£ can be expressed in terms of the variables x, y1, y2, z (even at the points 
where e = 0). Consequently, if we insert i?x = dy* —zldx, i? = dy1 -fcdy2 —(z1 + 
cz2) dx and C given by (24) into the formula (22), then all coefficients of the exterior 
products like dy1 AdyJ,...,dx/\dz necessarily depend only on the variables x, y1, 
y2, z. Omitting these easy calculations, we state only the most important part of 
the final result: the functions e, c, z1 + cz2 can be expressed in terms of the above 
variables. (In particular, the function e might play the role of the function z, as 
well.) Hence 
(25) de S Mdx+prdz1 +^dz2 = Mdx+^<; (mod i?1,*?2) 
dz1 dz2 ozl 
where we denote M = de/dx + z1de/dy1 + z2de/dy2. (In particular we obtain 
the self-evident but highly important identity de/dz2 = c de/dz1.) Every extremal 
satisfies e = 0 (and thus de = 0) and a1 dx — /nC = 0 (see (23)). Consequently 
de + 7Ti&{aldx-fn0 = sdx = ° (e = M + JTi&al) 
on every extremal. It follows that e = 0 on every extremal, and the sought function 
e is explicitly found. 
It is to be moreover proved that the functions e, e are functionally independent. 
Instead, we shall see that the equations e = e = 0 determine a submanifold of 
codimension at least 2. For this goal observe that the restriction of the module 
Adj df to this submanifold is generated by the forms i? and at?2 (cf. (23), (25) with 
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e = e = de = 0), that is, either by the forms i?1, d2 (if a ?- 0), or by the single form 
1? (if a = 0). On the other hand, the restriction (of the flat module Adj d£) is a flat 
module and it clearly follows that the dimension of the submanifold cannot exceed 3 
(look either at the congruences dt?1 = dt?2 =" 0 (mod t?1,!?2), or at the congruence 
dt? =* 0 (mod i?)), and this concludes the proof. 
We shall not analyse all events which in principle may occur. For certainty, let us 
assume that e = e = 0 is exactly a first order system, that is, it may be represented 
in the shape z1 = g1(x,y11y
2)1 z
2 = g2(x,y1,y2) with derivatives separated on the 
left. 
17. The inverse problem. Every first order system dy%/dx = g%(x,y1,y2) 
(i = 1,2) may be regarded as the £C system for an appropriate variational integral 
/ (*Vi + z2f2) dx -> extremum (/, = fc(x, y
1,y2)) 
linear in variables zx,z2, as one can easily find. But we are interested in the recon-
struction of quite other variational integrals (21) to obtain all possible solutions of 
the inverse problem. 
Passing to calculations, let the mentioned £C system z% = gx be given. Choose 
a function e = e(xJy
1
yy
2,z1,z2) with de/dz1 ^ 0. Since e = 0 should belong to 
the £C system, we further assume that the function e vanishes on the submanifold 
zx — g% = 0. Moreover, in virtue of the above results, we require that 
(26) S/^ = c(:C'J/1'J/2'e) 
is a function merely of x, yx,y2, e. (Note at this place the geometrical sense of (26): 
if the variables x, y1, y2 are kept fixed, then the level sets e(-, v^1 , ,?2) = const, 
consist of a family of straight lines in the plane z1, z2. It immediately follows 
that a lot of such functions e does exist.) Assuming (26), one can verify that also 
z1 + cz2 = d(x, y1^2, e) is a function merely of the variables x, y1, y2, e (look at the 
Jacobian of e, d). 
With the function e already chosen, our next aim is to determine the VC 
form f. Since d£ can be expressed in terms of x, y1, y2, e, it follows that 
£ = P dx + Q dy1 +-R dy2 + 5 de + dV, hence 
(27) d£ = dPAdrr + dQAdy1+d.RAdy2 + dSAde 
where P,...,S are functions of x, y1, y2, e. The form df should satisfy the second 
congruence (4), that is, 
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Since the left hand side is a function of x,yl,y2,e, it follows that 
<______ (_S__9Q\ dp dS=H(
dS dQ\ 
{ ' dy* de~° {dy1 de) ' Be dx ~ [dy1 Be) 
where d = z1 +cz2. One can then express o1, o2 (cf. (22)) in terms of the coefficients 
P,...,S (cf. (27)) and then obtain the requirement 
, „ , 2 .. (dQ dP\ dR , dP JdR 8Q\ 
(29) a*-ca
1-e = c(--—)-- + — -d(—-—) 
by easy calculations. At the stage already achieved, if (28), (29) are valid and 
dS/dy1 -- dQ/de, then the module Adj df is of dimension 2 at all points where 
e = 0 and of dimension 4 otherwise (direct verification). So it follows that the 
relevant £ is a VC form to the integral (21) with 
(30) / = P + zxQ + z-R + dV/dx + z1dV/dy1 + z~dV/dy2 (v = - / Sde) , 
as follows by virtue of the first congruence (4). Moreover, we have already ensured 
that the equation e = 0 is involved in the £C system. 
At last, we pass to the complete control over the £C system under consideration. 
Owing to (28), the module Adj d£ to the form (27) is generated by tf1, t?2, de exactly 
at those points where the equations 
d_Q_dP___ 2(9R___Q\ ___Z___ll- i(dR dQ\ 
dx dy1 \dyx dy2) ' dy2 dx \dyx dy2 J 
are satisfied (direct verification). The equations should be equivalent to the £C 
system zi — g{ = 0, that is, to the equivalent system e = z2 - g2 = 0 (we employ the 
inequality de/dz1 7- 0). This equivalence takes place if the sole condition 
ӘQ 
дx 
( 3 1) S - | £ = 92 (Jjjr - â ^ J on the hyperplane e = 0 
is satisfied. Conversely, if dR/dy1 ± dQ/de then the condition (31) clearly implies 
the identity z2 - g2 = 0 on the hyperplane e = 0. 
18. Summary. If an £C system z1-g1(x,y1iy
2) = z?—g-(x,y-,y~) = 0 is given 
and we search for the relevant variational integral (21), then a function e is to be 
chosen as above, which uniquely determines the other auxiliary functions c (cf. (26)) 
and d = z1 + cz2. Then the system (28), (29) with the boundary condition (31) 
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for the unknown functions P-..Q- R, S of independent variables x, y1, y2, e is to be 
solved under the inequalities dS/dy1 ^ dQ/de, dR/dy1 7- dQ/dy2. With such P, 
(?, fl, 5 already known, the sought variational integral is determined by (30). 
19- Particular example. Assume g1 = g2 = 0 for a little diversion. Then we 
may choose e = z1 (which is not the most general possibility), hence c = 0, d = e. 
The functions 
with $ — ^(x.j/1,^2), "5 = <!>(_, j/1,y2) arbitrary provide the general solution of (28). 
By inserting this into (29), we obtain 
e ~ Jo W Jo Wdy2 ) dx edyi + a y
2 
so that $ , * cannot be quite arbitrary but subjected to the condition d$/dx = 
d^/dy2 (as follows by inserting e = 0 in the last equation). It moreover follows that 
= _Q_ľ 
дy* Jo 
d2s J a$ 
d e - -дy^дy2 дy1 
by derivation, whence 
2 
g = [wde*y2*So ^ d y 2 + e (Q = @^y1^' 
The inequality dS/dy1 # dQ/de is satisfied if dQ/de 7- 0. The inequality dR/dy1 ?-
dQ/dy2 is always true. The boundary condition (31) means that dQ/dx = d^/dy1 
at the hyperplane e = 0 and permits to specify * (and even $) in terms of 0. 
We will not state the relevant explicit formula here and mention only the choice 
S = $ = * = 0, © = e which yields the solution / = (y2 + (z2)2/2)zx by using (30). 
But the point is that we are in principle able to determine all the relevant variational 
integrals (21). 
20. The underdetermined case. On this occasion, let us mention the case of 
the underdetermined €jC system, that is, the case of such variational integral (21) for 
which the function e is identically vanishing (and thus the extremals do not depend 
merely on constants but on arbitrary functions). One might expect that such a kind 
of "degeneration" can occur only if / is in reality depending on one variable function, 
that is, if 
/ = g(x,h,dh/dx) where h = h(x,yx,y2)> 
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However, we shall see that it is far from being true. We shall even resolve the relevant 
inverse problem. 
So let us deal with the variational integral (21) and assume e = 0. Then the EC 
system consists of (prolongations of) the differential equation dz1 / dx +cdz2 / dx = 
a V / n arising from the last form in (23) linear in the second derivatives dz% / dx = 
d2y%/dx2. On the other hand, assuming e = 0, the module Adjdf is generated by 
merely two forms (see (23)), hence d£ = du A dv and £ = u dv + dw for appropriate 
functions u, v, w. But alternatively f = fdx +f\'d1 + /2t?
2 whence 
(32) u(vx + 2 V + z
2v2) + wx+ z
1w1 + z2w2 = / , 
(33) uv1 +W1 = / i , uv2 + w2 = /2, 
(34) UVi +W\= UV2 + W2 = 0, 
where the abbreviations like ux = du/dx, u
l = du/dyl, U{ = du/dzl are used. Owing 
to (34) necessarily v = v(x,yx,y2,z) and w = w(x,y1,y2,z) are composed functions 
of the above mentioned kind with a certain argument z = z(x,yv,y2,z1,z2). Then 
(34) implies that u = —wz/vz = u(x,y
x,y2,z) is also a composed function of the 
kind mentioned. Inserting this into (33), we obtain 
u(v{ + zlvz) + w
{ + z{wz = uv
{ + w{ = fi (i = 1,2). 
It follows that /i = r(x,yx,y2,z), /2 = s(x,y
1,y2,z) are composed functions of the 
kind mentioned. Then (32) yields 
(35) M + zxr + z2s = / (M = M(x,yx,y2,z) = uvx + wx). 
Let us denote N = Mz+ z
1rz+z
2sz. Then (35) implies 2\N = z2-V = 0 by derivation 
with respect to z1, z2 and it follows that N = 0. 
By looking at the identity N = 0 one can observe that if the variables x, y1, y2 
are kept fixed, then z1 and z2 are affinely related, that is, z = Az1 + Bz2 + C where 
A, B, C are functions of x, y1, y2. Looking at the identity N = 0 again, one can 
conclude that 
rz = AD, sz = BD, Mz = (C - z)D 
where D = D(x,y1,y2,z) is a certain nonvanishing factor. Our calculations are 
coming to the end. Regarding x, y1, y2, z1, z2, z as independent variables for a 
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moment, we recall (35) and write 
f=f d(M + zlr + z2s)/dz • dz = f(C - z + zlA + z2B)D dz 
= (C + z1A + z2B) f Ddz- f zDdz = z f Ddz- f zDdz 
= J(JDdz)dz = f(x,y\y2,z). 
So it follows that / = /(#, V1, y2, Az1 + Bz2 + C) is a very special composed function. 
With this result, the original identity e = a2 — ca1 = 0 is expressed by the equation 
*1-B21 + (A(Ě°-**\- B(*L - ^ 
dy2 dy1 \\dy2 dx J Kdy1 dxJ 
s/dA dB\\df n + <*-c)(s?-5Sr))^ = ° <dy
2 dyl 
as follows by direct substitution. Here A (A / 0 since c = /12//11 = B/A), B, C 
may be arbitrarily chosen in advance and then the last equation has a lot of solutions 
/. (In particular if A = dh/dyl, B = dh/dy2, C = dh/dx where h = h(x,yl,y2) 
is arbitrary, we obtain the variational integrals depending in reality on merely one 
variable function.) 
21. Continuation. The results hitherto obtained seem to be interesting but of 
little importance for the inverse problem. So let us again return to the original VC 
form £ = u dv + dw from the very beginning. The second congruence (4) then reads 
(36) (fi« + £ *V)/(t/« + £ zV) = tii/wi = U2/V2 
after some simple calculations. Conversely, if (36) is satisfied for certain functions u 
and v, then there exists a function w such that the form £ = u dv + dw satisfies the 
second congruence (4) and thus £ is a VC form. (ExpUcitly, / = u(vx + £ z V ) + 
wx + £ z
{w{ where w is determined to satisfy uvi = W{. Such a function does exist 
as follows from the second and third equation (36).) Note at last that the module 
Adj d£ is generated (mod t?1, t?2) by the forms 
(37) dw S (ti« + £ z{u{) dx + Y ui dz\ dv 2 (vx + £ *V) da; + £ v* d^ 
that are proportional owing to (36). So omitting the latter form in (37), the gener-
ating equation of the EL system is given by the former: 
(38) tii dz11 dx +u2 dz
2 / dx +(ux + z
lul + z2u2) = 0. 
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After these preliminaries, we may turn to the subject proper. 
22. The inverse problem. Given is a multiple of the equation (38), that is, 
an equation of the kind dz1 / dx+Udz2 / dx+V = 0 (we assume the coefficient of 
dz1 /dx in (38) nonvanishing, for certainty). We search for certain functions u, t; 
satisfying (36) and such that the corresponding £C equation (38) differs from the 
given one by a mere factor. (We have already seen that the knowledge of these 
functions u,v permits to determine the corresponding VC form f = udv + dw and 
even the relevant variational integral (21) by the first congruence (4).) Denote ti = 
dz1 +U dz2 +V dx for a moment and consider the module 0 = {t?1,!?2, i?} generated 
by the forms ^?1, i?2, #. The module 0 is not flat (easy) and contains both differentials 
du and dv (look at the congruences (37) and observe that the right hand sides are 
multiples of #), hence it contains the flat submodule {du,dv}. 
On the other hand, one can directly find all flat submodules generated by two 
independent forms of the module 0. Using the common methods [Br, Gr], one can 
find that only the submodule generated by the forms 
^ + ^ , t f + W (w = V§-U^ + ^-Zz<%-%) 
is flat provided the functions U, V satisfy the family of identities 
f?K + w— - v— + T z'm. + m. 
dy2+ dz1 V dz1*2-2 3"* + 9* 
dV 
*r*+2W 
dU dU dW dW _ 
dy2 dz1 dz1 dz2 
So these identities yield necessary conditions for the equation dz1 / dx +U dz2 / dx + 
V = 0 to constitute the (underdetermined) £C system for a certain variational 
integral (21). 
Conversely, let the coefficients £/, V of the equation satisfy the above identities. 
Then we have the flat module {t?1 + Ud2v
,d + W&2} = {duydv}, where w, v are 
appropriate functions. The form df = du/\dv satisfies the second congruence (4) 
(being a multiple of the form (d1 + Uti2) A (d + W&2)). Since this congruence is 
equivalent to (36), there is a function w such that f = udv + dw is a. PC form 
(cf. Section 21). Clearly ti + Wd2 € A4jdf, hence d E Adjdf modulo the contact 
forms. But the extremals satisfy Pfaff's system <p = 0 (ip € Adj d^) and the contact 
conditions & .s 0, thus in particular the equation ti = 0 which is however equivalent 
to the differential equation given in advance. No other £C equations may appear 
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since the module Adjdf = {du,dv} = {t?1 -f £A?2,tf + Wd2} is generated by the 
single form # modulo the contact forms. 
We have seen that even the inverse problem for non-regular variational integrals 
can be effectively investigated. However it is to be noted that the general concept of 
regularity seems to be not yet well understood in current literature, cf. Section 27. 
HIGHER ORDER VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 
23. The scalar case. Modifying a little the notation, we pass to the inverse 
problem for the variational integrals 
(39) / f(x, y0l..., yn) dx -> extremum, y8 = d
sy/ dxs . 
Assuming n > 1, the family of variables x,2/o>-• • )2/n appearing in (39) proves to 
be too narrow at a very early stage of investigations since the VC forms and EC 
systems involve some derivatives of higher orders that cannot be easily specified in 
advance. An analogous difficulty will appear again and again in future, so we take a 
radical measure from now on: the infinite prolongations employing the derivatives of 
all orders. Since the functions and differential forms will always depend on a finite 
number of variables as before, the common rules of calculations may be accepted 
without any change. The vector fields will be represented by infinite series but it 
does not cause any trouble. 
As the variational integral (39) is concerned, we introduce the space of variables 
#. 2/0) 2/i) • • • endowed with the contact forms # s = dy8 —ys+i dx (s = 0,1,. . .) and 
the vector field D = d/dx + Y^ys+i9/dy8 (infinite series) usually called the total or 
formal derivative. Since every function g = </(:r,2/o,- • • )2/m(̂ )) under consideration 
will depend on a finite number of variables, clearly dg = Dg • dx + ^ dg/dy8 • i?
s 
makes good sense. Let us define the VC form f by the congruences 
(40) £<=*fdx (mod all t?s), D\ d£ £ 0 (mod tf0). 
In a certain sense, (40) is a generalization of (4). The VC form is uniquely determined. 
In explicit terms 
(41) £ = / d s + y > « t ? . (s = 0,...,n-l,an-1 = p-,a°-l = %i--Da°), 
'--' v oyn dys I 
(42) dí = «toЛd- + £в førЛ i - . (e = £ ( - P Y j £ , o f s g : ) . 
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Here e is the £C operator. The (infinitely prolonged) extremals y« = y8(x) (s = 
0,1,...) satisfy the contact conditions t?s = 0 (clearly equivalent to the recurrence 
ys+i(x) = dys(x)/dx) and the £C equation e = 0 (and thus the prolongation De = 
D2e = ... = 0). 
We are interested in the inverse problem, i.e., we wish to determine the variational 
integral (39) if the extremals are given in advance. It is sufficient to deal only with 
the regular case defined by d2f/dyn 7-= 0. The argument for this assertion is as 
follows. 
First recall that the £C operator e is identically vanishing if and only if / = Dg for 
an appropriate function g. (We omit the proof and refer to a far going generalization 
in Section 39.) If (39) is a non-regular variational integral then clearly / = A + J3yn 
where A and B do not depend on yn. So, instead of (39), we may deal with the 
variational integral 
/ (/ - Dg) dx -> extremum (g=B dyn_i J 
with the same £C operator (and thus the same extremals) but the new kernel function 
/ — Dg not involving yn (easy verification). If the new variational integral (of order 
n—1) again would be a non-regular one, we may repeat the construction. So it follows 
that, as the inverse problem is concerned, we may suppose regularity of the sought 
integral (39) and thus the given £C equation of the kind y2n = g(x,yo,... ,y2n_i) 
with the highest derivative of order 2n separated on the left. 
24. The inverse problem can be resolved both by the direct and by the VXT 
method but we will outline a geometrical approach more adaptable for our future 
aims. So let us introduce the subspace E consisting of all points which satisfy all 
equations Dke = 0 (k = 0,1,...), explicitly y2n+fc = D
kg. Denoting by 1 the natural 
inclusion of E into the total space of all variables x, yo, yi, . . . , the pull-backs x = i*x, 
y0 = t*y0, ..., y2n-i = ^*y2n-i may be used for coordinates on E. (We accept the 
common convention of omitting the pull-backs whenever possible.) In terms of these 
coordinates 
F = d/dx + yid/dyo + . . . + yin-id/dy2n-2 + gd/dy2n-i 
is a vector field on E, the restriction of the vector field D (which is tangent to E). 
The curves lying in E and tangent to F are just the extremals. Concerning the VC 
form f, it is expressed in terms of the variables x, yo,. • •, y2n-i (direct verification), so 
we may identify £ = L*£. Owing to regularity, the module Adj df is generated by the 
forms t?o = --*#o» • • •, ^2n-2 = --*^2n-2, dy2n-i —gdx (as follows from (42) by easy 
calculations). So df is of the maximal possible rank 2n and moreover F G Adj d^x 
or, equivalently, F\ df = 0 is satisfied. 
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Let us turn to the inverse problem. Then E (equipped with the above coordinates 
and contact forms) and F are given in advance and we search for the relevant VC 
form £. It is sufficient to ensure the properties (40), rank d£ = 2n, F\ df = 0. 
They are analogous to the requirements A>B,C of Section 2. (In fact, the second 
congruence (40) means that f is a VC form to a variational integral (39) determined 
by the first congruence (40). Then the rank condition on d£ ensures regularity, and 
the extremals are guaranteed by the last condition.) Slightly adapted arguments of 
Sections 2 and 3 imply that it is sufficient to determine the restriction d£ of d£ on a 
fixed hyperplane x = const. The form d£ should be a symplectical structure in the 
reduced space of variables yo>. •. >2/2n--i satisfying the requirement (9) where 
[X = dyo A... A dyn-i, G = yxd/dyo + ... + y2n-id/dy2n + gd/dy2n-i-
We omit the proof and note that an alternative approach through the first integrals 
following the lines of Section 12 can be realized, too. 
25. Example. Let n = 2 and let 1/4 = _/(#, yo,...,2/3) be the given EC equation. 
Assuming d | = J_ ar8 dyr A dys and 
MkGfi = £ (*) dVi A dy^i-i = _T b
r
k
s dyr Ady8 (y4+fc = F
kg) 
(both sums with r < s and r, s = 0, . . . , 3), the requirements (9) are expressed by 
a 0 1 6 2 3 _ a 0 2 6 1 3 + O 0 3 6 1 2 + ^ 0 3 _ O 13 & 02 + ^ 0 1 = Q 
We state only those coefficients which are nonvanishing and really needed: 
501_602=603 = 6 1 2 = 1 ) 6 0 3 = | _ ) 6 1 3 = 2 ) 
oyz 
lpZ-_\El „12-3--?2- fe13-3-^- fc23-2 
°4 •""' "of—» °4 — * a ^ > °4 ~" «* Q i °4 ~" z » oy$ dy2 dy$ * 
ьoз_д
ғ29 .12 _ 
6 5 - дy3 ' °






бf = дg 
дyз 
Then the requirements (9) with k = 0, ..., 4 read 
a 2 3 - - a 1 3 -:a12 + a03 , _ _ _ _ a i 2 . 
дyз 
-2a 0 2 
= 2a01 
дyз дyг ðyз 
' = 0 
áдd determine the ŕunctions 
o ' з = o i з _ 0 ! a 1 2 = -a 
;°
3 = tt, a02=uP, a
0 1 = uQ 
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and thus the restricted form 
d£ = u(dy0 A(Q dyi + P dy2 - dy3) + dyx A dy3) 
up to an unknown factor u = u(2/o> • • • > 2/3)- Here we have denoted 
2ð j / 3 ' 
0 = l(l(ŽL\\z?L-
d-El\ 
V 2 ^ 3 ^ 3 1 ays % , f 
One can see that the nonvanishing u ̂  0 is necessary and sufficient for regularity (B 
is expressed by d | A df ^ 0) and that the next requirement (9) with k = 5 yields 
the necessary compatibility condition 
^AĚL + H^L l(ÉL\ 
dV2 2dy3 \2\dy3) 
dF2g ( 9 dg dFg ^F | 15 dg (1 / dg V { dgX^dg = Q 
dy3 2dy3 dy3 y2  dy3 \2 dy3J dy2J dy 
for this nonvanishing. If this condition is identically satisfied, all requirements (9) 
with fc > 5 may be omitted. At last, the unknown factor u should satisfy the 
closedness condition d2 £ = 0 (cf. (iv) Section 5) which may be easily converted into 
the system 
du _ fd{Q - P) dQ _ dP\ du_ _ dQ_ du _ d P uu 
dyo \ dy3 dy2 <tyi) ' dyi dy3' dy2 dy3 " ~ 
д  
дyз 
(quite analogous to (15)) with the conclusion that the nonvanishing solution u ^ 0 
exists if and only if the form 
(d(Q-P) L dQ 8P\. dQ , dP . 
* + ST" - 3 — ) dyo+T^-dy! + — dy2 
\ dy3 oy2 dyx) dy3 dy3 
with x = const, kept fixed is a total differential (of In |iz|). 
26. Several variable functions. We introduce the space of variables x, y{8 
(i = l , . . . , m ; 5 = 0,1,...) equipped with the contact forms t?* = dyj ~y*+ 1 dx, 
total derivative D = d/dx + £ y*+1, and the variational integral 
(43) J f(x,Vo>---*Vo>---*vi>---,vZ)4x-+ extremum, y J s d V / d x \ 
First assume the regularity det(d2//3y£dy£) ^ 0. Then, if e* = ^(-Dydf/dyi are 
the £C operators, the EC system e* = 0 can be uniquely represented by an equivalent 
system of equations of the kind 
O44) vL^9\^vl,...^,...,yi^1,y^l) 
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with the highest derivatives of order 2n separated on the left. In the inverse problem, 
we search for (43) if (44) is given in advance. 
Let E be the subspace defined by Dke{ = 0 (i = 1, . . . , m; k = 0,1,...) of the total 
space. It may be equivalently defined by the equations yim+k = Dk9* aiid it follows 
that the functions x> y\ (i = 1, . . . , m; s = 0, . . . , 2n - 1) may serve for coordinates 
on E. Quite analogously as above, our aim is to determine the VC form 
£ = / dx + £ <#s ( < - i = df/dyl a*_, = df/dys - Da\) 
satisfying the congruences 
f =• / dx ( mod all ds), D\ df <=- 0 (mod all tf0). 
It may be regarded as a differential form on E. Owing to the property F\ d£ = 0 
where 
F = d/dx + _ yid/dyi + ... + _ y^-id/dyi^ + _ g'd/dyL^ 
is the restriction of D on J5, it is sufficient to determine the form d£, the restriction 
of the form d£ on a fixed hyperplane x = const. The form d | should provide a 
symplectical structure on the hyperplane and should satisfy the conditions (9) where 
/i = d^A. . .Ady 0
n A.. .Ady^ 1 A.. .Ady^L 1 , G = F-d/dx. 
The proof of all these assertions may be omitted. 
27. On non-regular cases. Assuming m = n = 2, let us first mention the 
variational integral 
(AyI + By2) dx -> extremum 
/ < 
where J4, B are dependent on x, tyo* 2/o> !/i> Vi* Omitting all lower order terms, the 
£C operators are 
e1 = . . . + Cyl e2 = . . . - Cy\ (C = dA/dy\ - dB/dy\)y 
and assuming C ^ 0, the £ £ system can be uniquely expressed by certain formulae 
of the kind 2/3 = g{ (i = 1,2) with the highest derivatives separated on the left. So, 
introducing the vector field 
F = d/dx + £ y[d/dyh + £ 2/j9/%i + £ ^ / ^ 
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on the subspace E defined by y^+k = D
kg\ the VC form f (defined quite analogously 
as in the previous section) may be regarded as a differential form on E satisfying 
F\ d£ = 0. If E is given in advance and we search for the variational integral, it is 
sufficient to determine the restriction df of d£ on a hyperplane x = const. The form 
d | should be a symplectical one and should satisfy (9) with /i = dt/o A dy$ A dy\ A dy\ 
and G = F — d/dx. So regardless of the non-regularity, the results are of the same 
nature as in Section 26. 
On the contrary, the non-regular variational integral 
/ /(z> Vo,yl,...,y\,yl) dx -> extremum (fn ^ 0, /n/22 = (/12)
2), 
where we temporarily denote fa = p2f/dyl2dl, leads to analogous results as in 
Sections 16-20. In particular, the £C system involves the equation (e =) e1 -
ce2 = 0 (c = /12//11) of at most the third order and if de/dy\ ^ 0, then (e =) 
fi\De — elde/dy\ = 0 is another third order equation of the (prolonged) £C system. 
One can observe that the VC form cannot be identified with its restriction on the 
relevant subspace E. 
It follows that the common definition of regular problems is not the best possible 
one. Some deeper interrelations between the VC forms and £C systems should be 
taken into account. 
FORMAL CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
28. Prelude. The common approach to the constrained variational problems 
through the admissible variations resembles a little the vicious circle: in order to 
obtain the extremals, certain boundary conditions are chosen in advance but the 
derived £C system does not depend on them and on the contrary, the possible shape 
of boundary conditions is to a large extent determined by the width of the family 
of the resulting extremals. It seems that without some assumption of regularity, the 
general constrained variational problems axe lying beyond the scope of this method. 
For this reason, we shall propose another approch. Temporarily, it may be regarded 
as a mere formal variant of the usual Lagrange multipliers rule but the multipliers 
will be soon eliminated. 
We begin at a very general level. Let P be a function on a manifold M. (In 
reality, an infinite-dimensional space of certain curves will be substituted for M but 
we prefer a certain ambiguity here since only very general properties of M and other 
relevant objects to follow will be needed.) Let G: M -4 V be a mapping into a 
vector space V, P 0 € M a fixed point with GPo = 0 6 V, dF and dG differentials 
at Po- Let 
(45) P(r) <E M (-£ < r < e, e > 0), P(0) = P 0 
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be a one-parameter family of points, Z = dP(r)/ dr | r = 0 its tangent vector at Pn. 
We introduce the following properties I-IV of Pn: 
I: dFP( r ) /d r |r==0 = 0 for every family (45) with GP(r) = 0, 
II: dF P(r ) / dr |r==0 = 0 for every family (45) with dG P(r) / dr | r = 0 = 0, 
III: dF(Z) = 0 for every Z with dG(Z) =0 , 
IV: there exists a linear function L on V satisfying dF = L o dG. 
Property I recalls the usual concept of a critical point P 0 of F at the level subset 
G""1(0) C M of the mapping G. Owing to the common definition of differentials, II 
and III are equivalent. The other neighbouring properties are very near one to the 
other and clearly equivalent if the data F, G, M, V are favourable enough. The 
property IV resembles the concept of a standard G- critical point of F [Ch]. It may 
(and will) be used for a convenient substitute of the original concept of a critical 
point from now on. 
We continue with a particular realization of the previous abstract scheme. Let N 
be a manifold, $ the module of all differential 1-forms on N, A G $ a fixed 1-form, 
ft C $ a subset, V = ® R^ the direct product of real lines R^ = R indexed by the 
family of forms v e£l and equipped with the direct product topology. Let M be the 
space of all curves P : p = p(t) G N, 0 $ K 1, embedded into the manifold N. We 
introduce the function F : M -» R and the mapping G: M -> V as follows: 
FP = / p*X, GP = ( / p*u>\ 
JO l JO J wGÍÍ 
Then a moving point (45) is realized as a one-parameter family of embedded curves 
P(r) : p = p(t,T) G N, 0 < t ^ 1, —e<T<e, and the relevant tangent vector Z 
may be visualized as a family of vector fields 
Zp{m=dp(t,T)/dT\T=Q 
along Po: p = p(*,0). For technical reasons, it is appropriate to extend the family 
into a global vector field (noted Z) on N. Occasionally abbreviating p(t, 0) = po> the 
differentials are as follows: 
dF(Z) = / p*0CzX = I pZZ\d\ + A(ZP(1>0)) - A(zp(0,o)), 
Jo Jo 
dG(Z) = | ^ P*0CZUJ} = j j f PoZ\du+u(Zp{m) -u>(.Zp(o,o))} • 
We shall suppose -£P(i,o) = -Z>(o,o) = 0 (being not interested in the boundary condi-
tions and refering to [Ch] for the general case). Since every linear function L on V 
can be explicitly expressed by a finite sum 
li({vu,}u,en) = £Ct>o, (tu,,Vu, G R) 
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for appropriate constants /w, we have 
L o dG(Z) = £ 4 , /0
X pSZJ da; = fi p*QZ\ dfi>, 
where a; = £ C ^ G ft. It follows that the requirement dF = L o dG (cf. IV) can be 
expressed by 
/ PQZ\ d(A — Q) = 0 (appropriate u;, arbitrary Z), 
Jo 
that is, 
(46) p$Z\d(\ — cD) = 0 (appropriate Q G ft, arbitrary Z). 
It is to be noted that the level set G""1^) coincides with the set of all embedded 
curves P : p. = p(t) 6 N, 0 < $ < 1, which satisfy PfaiTs system u = 0 (cj G ft, 
easy verification). Altogether taken, the theory of constrained variational integral 
(3) is identified with the study of standard G-critical points of F. The curves Pn: 
p = p0(t) G N, 0 ^ t ^ 1, satisfying the constraints p^uj = 0 (a; G ft) and the 
requirement (46) will be called extremals (see also [Gr, I d 14]). 
As yet the form Q appearing in (46) may in principle depend on the choice of the 
extremal Po under consideration. But such a form Q is not unique and our next aim 
will be to find a universal Q such that (46) is valid for all extremals. In a certain 
sense, this Q is already unique (cf. Section 38) and can be abstractly characterized 
by a certain congruence (55). The construction of this universal Q will be easy and 
explicit but some rather unusual preliminaries are needed. 
29. Ordinary differential equations. An arbitrary system of such equations 
can be converted into an equivalent first order system if the higher order derivatives 
are taken for new unknowns. So without any loss of generality, we may deal only 
with systems of the kind 
d j T ^ = k( i m <tf $£\k = Q m_c 
dx -9 {x,y ,...,y , dx,..., dx), K-u,...,m c. 
The infinite prolongation then arises if we introduce the infinite family of variables 
d"yj 
3/o = y* (* = l , . . . ,m), j / J ^ - j - j - (j = l . --»c;s = 0,l , . . .) , 
and it consists of the infinite system of differential equations 
M M = 4 0 ' = i,...,c;S-o)i,..), --£j-W(* = 0,...,m-c). 
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But in order to eliminate the effect of the particular choice of coordinate systems, 
this equations will be represented as an equivalent Pfaffian system, namely by 
^ = 0 ( i = l , . . . , c ; s = 0,l , . . .) , c^+*=0(fc = 0 , . . . , m - c ) , 
where u){ = dy{ —ŷ +x dx, u)Q*k = dyoc+k —gk dx, and even by the module ft gener-
ated by all the forms mentioned. Thus the original differential equations are equiva-
lent to the infinite Pfaffian system u) = 0 (u) e ft), where ft C $ is a given submodule 
of the module $ of all differential 1-forms. It is interesting that the submodules ft 
arising in this manner can be abstractly characterized. 
First, fi C $ is of codimension 1 since $ is clearly generated by ft and the differen-
tial dx £ ft. It follows that the module ft-1 of all vector fields Z satisfying u)(Z) = 0 
(Z € ft) is 1-dimensional: every Z E ft^ is a multiple of the vector field 
D = d/dx + Zgkd/dyc0
+k + Zvi+id/dyi 
One can also observe that CDft C fi, explicitly 
CDu){ = cjj+1, CDu)
c+k =* 0 (mod all u)c+k,u){). 
The just mentioned properties of ft prove to be typical and quite sufficient. 
30. Definition. Let N = R°° be the infinite product of real lines, i.e., the 
space of real infinite sequences {J1, t2,...}. Denote by T the module of all functions 
/ -=-/(*\---i*m(/))> let $ be the module of all differential 1-forms y? = £ / W 
( / \ <7* € «̂> finite sum), let $ be the dual module of all vector fields Z = £) z%d/dtl 
(z% € J7, infinite sum). A submodule ft C $ of codimension 1 is called a diffiety if 
there exist u;1,..., uc € ft such that the family of all forms 
CkDu>
j (fc = 0, l , . . . ; j = l , . . . ,c ; 0 £ D € ftL) 
may be used for generators of ft. Concerning the vector field D, there does exist 
dx € $, dx $ ft. Then every </?€$ can be uniquely expressed as cp = gdx +u (for 
appropriate g e T, u € ft depending on <p) and the identity <p(D) = # defines a 
vector field D G fl1- which may be used in the above definition. 
It is to be noted that infinite prolongations of underdetermined systems of differ-
ential equations are diffieties (cf. the previous section). The converse is also true (but 
not needed here and therefore we omit the elementary but lengthy proof) so that the 
diffieties provide an abstract substitute for the infinite prolongations mentioned. 
31. Filtrations. For every diffiety ft, there exist many filtrations 
ft*: o = p | ft* c . . . c ft* c n*+1 c . . . c ft = (J ft1 
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by finitely generated submodules Ql Cfl satisfying 
(49) n£ + 1 D CDft
l (all t), ft1*1 = O1 + CDft
l (I large). 
(In practice ft1 may be generated by all forms CkDu* (k ^ t) where a;
1,..., u)c are 
the forms in the definition of a diffiety.) But our aim is to find the normal filtrations 
satisfying moreover 
(50) Z^n-1 C n~-\ D: ft1/ft1'1 -> n ' + 1 /n ' is injective if t > 0. 
Here the mapping denoted by D is the natural module homomorphism induced by 
CD for a nonvanishing vector field DGf l
1 . In more detail, we put 
D[u>] = [CDu] e ft
w/fte for every u> € n ' , [o]nSll/SI*-1 
where the square brackets denote the relevant classes (the first inclusion (49) is 
employed here). 
The properties (50) can be achieved by a simple successive change of a finite 
number of terms of an arbitrary filtration n* satisfying (49). In fact, clearly D: 
ft1/ft1"1 -> n*+1/n* is a surjection and hence a bijection for all t large enough, say, 
for t ^ L. One can then put ft£ = fte(t^ L) and inductively with £ = L - l , L - 2 , . . . 
(51) n ' = the kernel of the composition n ' + 1 -> $V+2 -> ft^/ft1*1, 
(factorization after CD). The proper inclusions . . . D H* D ft
k"x D . . . necessarily 
terminate by the equalities ftK = n ^ - 1 = .... Then a mere change of indices yields 
the desired result. 
32. Theorem. The "residual term" Tl(ft) = ft~x of a normal filtration is 
identical with the maximal element of any of the following families of modules *Sfi — 
* 3 : 
(i) the family of all finite-dimensional and flat submodules *i C n, 
(ii) the family of all finite-dimensional submodules $ 2 C f t satisfying £ D # 2 C * 2 
(0 # D e ft--), 
(hi) the family of all finite-dimensional submodules $3 C $ satisfying CfD*&3 C *3 
(0 7*= D € n x ) for all f e T. Especially, the module ft'1 does not depend on the 
choice of the normal filtration ft* of ft. 
Proof . Let K(ft) be the set of all <p € $ such that the family of all forms C^Dip 
(k = 0,1, . . . ; / € T) lies in a finite-dimensional submodule of $. Clearly 7£(n) c $ 
is a submodule and CfDTZ(ft) C Tl(ft). Then the formula 
CfD<p = fCD<p + <p(D) d/ 
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implies that necessarily <p(D) = 0 for every </? € 7£(ft), hence Tl(Sl) C ft. Clearly 
ft-1 C 7£(ft) for any normal filtration ft*. On the other hand, if u € Sle+l but 
m £ ft* where £ ̂  - 1 , then the class [UJ] e ft'+Vft* satisfies 
(52) 0 # Dl+k[u] = [£j>u;] € ft'+V^*"1 
for any k = 0,1, . . . and thus UJ $ 1l(Sl). It follows that Tl(Sl) C ft"1 and (iii) is 
verified. 
The equivalence (ii) <=!> (iii) follows from C/DUJ = fCou) (UJ G ft). 
It is clear that a finite-dimensional submodule \t C ft, $ <£ ft"1 cannot be flat 
(use (52) with UJ € *, u> ^ ft"1). On the other hand, if $ C ft is a submodule and 
£y * C * for a certain vector field Y, then CY Adj * C Adj #. (Proof. Adj * is 
generated by * and all Z\ d* (Z € * x ) whence £ y # c $ C Adj *. Moreover, 
£y(ZJ d*) = [y,Z]J d* + ZJ d£ytf 
where ZJd£ytf C ZJd* C Adj* and [y,Z]Jd* C Adj* (since [Y,Z] e $- as 
follows from 0 = £y(ZJ#) = \Y,Z]\9 + Z\CYV = [K,2rjj¥). This concludes the 
proof of the inclusion.) Choosing * = ft"1 and Y = D, we obtain CD Adj ft"1 C ft"1 
hence Adj ft"1 C ft"1 (cf. (ii)) and thus Adj ft"1 = ft"1. This concludes the proof 
of (i). • 
33. The crucial construction. We begin with the choice of a special basis of 
a diffiety ft suitably adapted to a given normal filtration ft*. First of all, by virtue 
the injectivity of D (cf. (50)), there exist forms 
<4r) € firWr) i W-1 (r = 0,l,...; i = l,. . . ,j r) 
such that the classes Dk[u)j{r)] = [C
k
DuP(r)] 6 ft'/ft
/_1 (where k = 0,.. . J - r j = 
1, . . . , jr) may be used for a basis of the module SI
1/SI1"1 for any I > 0. Choosing 
moreover a basis da;1,..., dxa (a ^ 0) of ft"1, all forms 
dx i(i = l , . . . ,a) , £ ^ r ) ( * + r < « ; j = l , . . . , j r ) 
constitute a basis of ft* (for any £ ̂  —1). However, it is useful to introduce also the 
alternative notation . 
^+
+--+jr- ,+i = *K> G n f c + r Ci*i,...,ir). 
This is a mere formal measure ensuring the simple rule £Dt*4 = u£+i- Recall that 
the forms drc1,... ,d#° together with all u)\ (0 ^ s < £, \ < i ^ j x + ... + j£) may be 
used for a basis of ft* (£ ^ — 1). Especially the initial forms 
^{T)-*?* (r = 0, l , . . . ; i = j 1 + . . .+ j r ^i ; i = l , . . . , jr) 
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(with k = 0 in the above formulae) should be pointed out. Since ji = 0 for all £ large 
enough (as follows from the second requirement (49)), there is only a finite number 
\i = /z(ft) = jo +j\ +... (a finite sum) of them. (The constant /*(ft) does not actually 
depend on the choice of the filtration but it will not be needed in future.) 
Returning now to the topic of Section 28, we choose N = R°° and a diffiety for 
the relevant subset ft C $. Let an embedded curve 
Po: P = Po(t) = {tl(t),1*(t),...} e R°° (0 < t < 1) 
be "nearly" an extremal in the sense that pQu) = 0(wGfi ) but (46) is satisfied only 
"modulo ft-1". In correct terms: denoting 
(53) d(\ - Q) S £ a{ dx AUJ{ (modulo ft"1 and ft A ft) 
(where dx $ ft and the basis UJ{ of ft/ft""1 are fixed) we suppose only 
(54) p*QZ\ £ a{ dx AUJ{ = 0 (Z arbitrary), 
that is, pQa{ = 0 for all j and s. 
Since da{ -= Da{ • da; (mod ft), the last identity implies 0 = pQda{ = pQDa{ -pQ dx 
hence pQDa{ = 0 and thus pQD
ka{ = 0 for all A;. Consequently, if asus is a particular 
summand in (54) with us = CDUJS_1 not an initial form, then 
PoZ\d(asus^x) = pQZ\(Das • dx AUJS_X + as dx AUJS) = 0 
and it follows that the original form Q in (53) can be replaced by Q - asus__x without 
destroying (54) but then the original summand asus turns into the lower order term 
—Dasu>s_v Repeatedly applying this reduction, the procedure terminates when 
only the initial summands survive in (53), that is, when we obtain 
(55) d(A - Q) =* £ ej(r) • uj
j
{r) A dx (mod ft(ft) and ft A ft) 
in a slightly changed notation. Clearly pQe
J,r) = 0 (and thus PoD
kei, = 0) is 
true for our curve Po as before. But the point is that the form Q satisfying the 
congruence (55) is unique modulo ft""1 (trivial, use the basis u{ together with the rule 
duj{ -= dxAu;^+1). So the resulting form Q does not depend on Po or, equivalentiy, 
p*e{ = 0 for all curves P : p = p(t) € R°° which are "nearly" extremals. 
Finally, let Q = £ & M + E ^ d s * b e a form satisfying (55). Recall that b{ € T 
are uniquely determined but b% 6 T may be (as yet) arbitrary. If Po is a "nearly" 
extremal and d A =* £ c* dx% A dx (modulo all UJ{) then the original requirement (46) 
reads 
(56) plZ\d(\-Q)=plY,(ci + Dbi)Zxi'p%dx = Q. 
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However, the identities p0(c* + Db
{) = p^c* + ^p0b
{ = 0 can be always satisfied by 
a proper choice of b4. We conclude that P 0 is in reality a true extremal. 
34. Summary and definition. To every X G $ there exists a unique modulo 
K(Q) form Q G ft satisfying (55). Then a curve P 0 : p = po(t) G R°° (0 ^ t ^ 1) 
is an extremal if and only if p0u) = 0 (u G ft) and p0e
3,} = 0 (hence pQDke3,. = 0) 
are satisfied. The form £ = A — u) may be regarded as a true generalization of the 
concept of VC forms for the constrained variational integral (3), el* (or even all 
Dke3,.) are £ C operators, Dke3,, = 0 is the (infinitely prolonged) £C system. The 
inverse problem consists in the reverse determination of the form A G $ (or better, 
of the VC form f) if the diffiety ft and the subspace E C R°° consisting of all points 
which satisfy the £C system Dke3,. = 0 are given in advance. 
35. Example. Denoting by x,y,y0,20,yi,zi,. • • ^he coordinates in R°°, let ft C 
$ be the submodule generated by all forms 77 = dy -udx, 7?s = dy8 -ys+i dx, (8 = 
dz8 -zs+i dx (s = 0,1,...) where u = u(x,y,y0,z0) G T. Clearly ft
x consists of all 
multiples of D = dfdx+ud/dy+Y, ys+id/dys+J2 z8+1d/dz8. One can easily see that 
CDVS = Vs+iy Cp(8 = Cs+i so that ft is a diffiety (namely the infinite prolongation 
of the underdetermined differential equation dy / dx = u(x, y, y0, z0) with unknown 
functions y, y0, z0). We shall suppose du/dz0 ^ 0, for certainty. Then the modules 
ft' = 0 (I < 0), ft0 = {7?} of all multiples of 77, and ft' = {??,r?o,Co, • • • ,%-i,C.€-i} 
(£ > 0) provide a normal filtration of ft. The forms uL, = 77 G ft0, u^ = 770 G ft1 are 
the initial ones (hence j0 = ji = 1, j r = 0 if r > 1) and the family u)\ = C
k
Dr) G ft*, 
u)l = CDr)0 G fl
k+l (k = 6,1,...) may serve for a suitable basis of ft. 
We shall deal with the variational problem (3) where A = /(#,y,yo,*o)dx. One 
can then easily find the VC form £ = f dx+(df/dz0)/(du/dz0) • 77 and the £C 
opeгatoгs 
-ËĹÊüfí- łŽO. 2-^ðf дu /дu íдf /дuҲ 
дzoдyo 9/дzo' Єl дy дyf дzo \Әz0/дz0) дy( 
of the zeroth and first order, respectively. After this preparatory result, we pass to 
the inverse problem proper. 
Given data for the inverse problem consist of the prescribed constraint equation 
dy / dx = u (i.e., of the diffiety ft) together with the £C system (generated by a zeroth 
order equation z0 = v(x, y, y0) and a special first order equation dyo / dt = w(x, y, yo) 
(since the equations z0 = v, dz0/dx = Dv permit to eliminate the arguments z°\ 
dz° /dz). The subspace E C R°° corresponding to the infinite prolongation of the 
£C system is defined by the equations Dk(z0 - v) = Zk - D
kv = 0, .D*(yi - w) = 
Vk+i — Dkw = 0 and it follows that x, y, yo may be used for coordinates on E. 
Alternatively, x, fc1,. h2 (where h* = ti(x,y,y0) are independent first integrals of 
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extremals) may be used as well. Recall the property dW/dx+udrf/dy+wdtf/dyo = 
0 (u = u(x, y, y0, v)) of these first integrals. It is equivalent to the useful identity 
(57) Dh{ = (u - u)dh{/dy + (j/i - w)dhi/dy0. 
In order to determine the variational integral, we shall search for the relevant VC 
form f or better, for its differential df. 
According to the above results, df can be expressed in terms of the variables x, 
2/» 2/o» zo or, alternatively, in terms of x, h1, h2, e = z0 - v. Following the general 
suggestions of the subsequent Section 37, we may assume 
d£ = H dh1 Adft2 +dK A de + d_4 Adx + £ dB{ Adh{ + dC Ade 
where H = H(h},h2), K = K(x, h1, ft2), and the functions A, S1 , B2, C of variables 
x, ft1, ft2, e vanish at the hyperplane e = 0 and satisfy dA/de = dK/dx at the 
hyperplane e = 0. Then, if we deal with a VC form (i.e., if the congruence (55) with 
A — Q = £, atjL = 77, o>jL = 770 and appropriate e}^, eLx G J7 is satisfied), the inverse 
problem is "almost resolved" in the sense that the £C system corresponding to df 
always vanish on the prescribed subspace E (see Section 37 below) so that only some 
additional "nondegeneracy" is needed to ensure the exact coincidence. 
Let us turn to explicit calculations. The condition dA/de = dK/dx (ate = 0) is 
equivalent to A = e(dK/dx + L) where L is an unknown function vanishing at the 
hyperplane e = 0. Inserting this A into d£, we conclude 
<58> . ш 
di =Hdh1Adh2 + (dK-^-dx} Ade 
+ (ed^- + d{eL)\ A dx + £ dBi A d/i* + do A de. 
The remaining condition (55) is clearly equivalent to the congruence 
£>Jd£<*0 ( m o d d ^ - o ^ d x . d ^ - D ^ d a ; ) . 
hence to the congruence D\ d£ = 0 (mod Ax,dhl,dh2), since always D\ df e fi. In 
terms of the coordinates x, hl,h?,e, we obtain the sole condition 
the coefficient of de in the form D\ d£. Here only the summand DC = . . . + dC/de • 
De = . . . + dC/de.zi may depend on the variable z\ (as follows from (57)) so that 
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necessarily dC/de = 0 whence C = 0 (since C = 0 at the hyperplane e = 0). 
Inserting C = 0 and (57) into (59) one can obtain two requirements 
(<W_^\dti_ (dK dB2\ dh2 
, 6 0 ) Uft
1 de / %> + U/ i 2 de J dy0 ~~ ' 
(^L^^\^t (dK dB2\dh2 =
 1 a ( e L ) 
Vdft1 9e / 9y \d/i2 de / cfyo u —u de 
for the unknown functions K, 2?1, B2, L (by looking for the variable y\). They 
constitute a very favourable system with a lot of solutions. In any case, the form 
/
BK 
H dti • dti +Kde + Adx + Y^ B{ti + dV (A = e ( — + L)) 
arising by integration is a VC form to the variational integral (3) with A = / dx> 
(61) / = / H dti Dti + KDe + e (^ + L \ + ]T B'Dh* + DV 
and the relevant EC system vanishes on the given subspace E C R°°. Altogether 
taken, two troubles still remain to be discussed. 
First, the function (61) may depend on the higher order variables 2/1,21. Using 
(57), the explicit formula 
gives two necessary and sufficient conditions {...} = 0 if we insist on the functions 
of the special kind / = /(a;, j / , j/o. ̂ o)- It seems to be not impossible to analyze these 
conditions in more detail (e.g., the latter gives V = U - eK where U and K depend 
only on x, /i1, h2) but we are not daring enough to do it here. 
Second, let us look for the EC system corresponding to the solution (61) of the 
inverse problem. According to the general theory, it is generated by the coefficients 
e5,e} of the form D\ d£ = Y^^r^ir) = e?^ + eir/o- But it is simpler to use the 
equivalent development D\ d£ -̂  Pdti +Qdh2 (mod dx). One can then find 
7. ( .. BB1 dB2\ O L 2 (dB1 dK\ n 
P=\~H+M-M)Dh+(l)e--dhi)De-
n írr 9Bl _L. dB2\ ni.- -L. (dB2 dK\ n 
Q=(H-M+-d»)Dh +\-dT-dh2)De-
dA dB1 
dh1 + dx '• 
dA dB2 
dh2 + dx * 
Here dA/dh* s e(dK/dx + L), Dh
{ can be expressed by (57), and B{ = eC* (with 
appropriate C* = C*(x, h1, h2, e)) vanish on E by supposition, so that both functions 
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P and Q do vanish on E. But in general the system P = Q = 0 (clearly equivalent 
to the £C system e\ = e\ = 0) need not be equivalent to the prescribed system 
yx - w = ZQ — v (= e) = 0 owing to the presence of the terms De. A necessary 
condition for the equivalence is 
dB1 dK _ dB2 dK _ 
de dh1 " de dh2 " 
If this condition is satisfied then the system P = Q = 0 is an algebraic consequence 
of the prescribed system y\ — w = zo — v = 0 so that the converse (and thus the 
equivalence) takes place if the solution is nondegenerate enough (a certain Jacobian 
should not vanish). It is interesting to note that it implies both requirements (60) 
(and also d(eL)/de = 0 hence L = 0) and permits to determine the solution of the 
inverse problem in terms of quadratures. We will not pass to obvious details here. 
So altogether taken, in addition to all solutions of the inverse problem, even certain 
"weakened solutions" can be obtained. 
36. Example. Let £,2,2/o,2/i,--- be coordinates in R°°. We shall deal with 
the submodule ft C $ generated by all forms r\ — dy—u dx, rj8 = dy8 —y8+i dx 
(s = 0,1,...) where u = u(x,y,yo,y\). Clearly ft1- consists of all multiples of the 
vector field D = d / dx + ud /dy + YVs+id / dy8. One can easily see that ft is a diffiety 
(the infinite prolongation of the Monge equation dy / dx = u(x,y,yo,dyo / dx)) and 
the submodules ft1 = 0 (l< 0), Ql = {q - du/dyi • ry0,ryo, • • • i%-i} (t ^ 0 ) provide 
a normal filtration of ft. There is only one initial form, e.g., the form U;JL = 77 — 
du/dyi • TJO (thus j0 = 1, j r = 0 if r > 0). 
We shall deal with the constrained variational integral (3) where A = fdx,f = 
f(x, y, yo)dx. One can then easily find the VC form £ = / dx +CUJJ}Q^ where 
•- (l-. ^^-L) I[(<__ dudu Ddu\ 
a "" \^2/o dy dyx) I \dy0 dyi dy dyx ) ' 
and the £C operator ej = df/dy - adu/dz - .Da of exactly the third order so 
that the equation ej = 0 may be equivalently expressed as j/3,— p = 0 where g = 
5(^,2/, 2/o, 2/1,2/2) and the infinitely prolonged 5£ system consists of all equations 
yk+3 = Dkg. The variables x, y> 2/0,2/i> Ste may be used for coordinates on E. 
Passing to the inverse problem, the functions u (that is, the diffiety ft) and the 
equation y$ - g — 0 (the subspace E) are given in advance and we search for the 
relevant VC form f. It may be expressed in terms of the variables x, y, yo, |/i, 2/2 
but also alternatively, in terms of the variables a;,/!1,...,h3 where /i1 , . . . , ' /!3 are 
independent first integral for extremals. As follows from the next Section 37, we 
may assume df = Y^dH* A dti and thus 
£ = _]Hidhi + dV(Hi-Hi(hli...,h%V-Vfa 
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Then (55) means that D\ d£ £- 0 (mod wLA This congruence can be expressed as 
^(DH' d/i1 -Dh* dft<) = 
ta_9)Efl.(gd,_g^)=0 (*._-*-§*)• 
if one employs the identities DHl = ^d^/dti Dhj, Dhj = (y3-g)dh
j jdy2. Even 
more explicitly, the last congruence is equivalent to the system 
^,\dy2\dy0 ctyi dz ) dy2 \dy0 dyi dz )) 
ypfdhidti dh,idti\ 
^-,\dy2dyi dy2dyi) 
Hij = 0, 
5 / / 
Hi] = 0, 
as we obtain by separating the variable 1/3. Here the coefficients may depend on x 
but the sought functions Hij must be independent of it. So we find ourselves in a 
quite analogous situation as in Sections 11, 12 and the following analysis leads to 
a similar compatibility problem as in the Douglas case of Section 14. (Instead of 
first integrals, one may also use the original coordinates x, y, t/o. Vu 2/2- Then the 
resulting theory closely simulates Sections 3-5, 7.) We omit all details. 
37. Concluding directions to the inverse problem. Given are a diffiety 
fi C $ and a subspace E C R°°. We suppose that the generating vector field 
D G ft-1 is tangent to E (if some e G T vanishes on E then De also vanishes on E) 
so that there is a vector field F o n E , the restriction of D. We choose a fixed normal 
filtration ft* and the relevant initial forms ul^ as a mere technical tool. 
First assume E to be of a finite dimension a + 1 (that is, the £C system to be a 
determined one) which is the common classical case. Concerning the coordinates, let 
ft1,..., ha G T be independent first integrals of extremals (i.e., dft1 A . . . A dfta 7-= 0 
and all Dft* vanish on E or, equivalently, Fh{ = 0) and let x G T be a function 
transverse to extremals (i.e., satisfying Dx ^ 0, and we shall even suppose Dx = 1 
for technical reasons). Then x,hl,...,ha may be used for coordinates on E. We 
shall moreover suppose that there are el,e2,... G T vanishing on E such that the 
complete family x,hl,...,ha,el,e2,... may be used for coordinates on the total 
space R°°. (The choice of the coordinates is a matter of art for every problem under 
consideration. In principle they may be quite arbitrary but in reality a suitable choice 
essentially simplifies the calculations.) Given Q and E, we search for the VC form £ 
modulo the residuum 7£(fi). Since FJ df £ 0 (cf. (55) and realize that el, = 0 on 
E), the restriction of df on E can be expressed in terms of ft1,..., ha whence 
£ s £ i - P d f t * + dV ( t f 5 f f * ( k l , . . M f c
t t ) , V = V(x,h\...,ha)) 
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is valid modulo H(Q,) for the restriction of f to the subspace E. It follows that at 
the points of E we have 
Z**Y_^Hidhi + lLKidei + dV (#* = tf^,/iV..,ft°)) 
and at quite general points, that is, in the whole space necessarily 
s s*j2Hi dh*+YlKi dei +*+dV 
where <p G <t> is a certain form vanishing at the points of E, that is, ip = Adx + 
___ Bldh% + ^C*de* with the coefficients A, Bx\ Cl vanishing on E. Consequently, 
(62) df-*£e/H*Ad/i* + £ d # ^ ^ 
with coefficients of the above mentioned special kind. For the form (62), the original 
requirement FJ d£ -*=- 0 simplifies to the boundary condition 
9K{ dA _ _ , 
(63) -r— = --r-r at the subspace E, 
ox oel 
as one can see by direct calculation. Let us turn to the condition (55) which ensures 
that £ is indeed a VC form. It may be also expressed by the congruence D\ d£ £- 0 
(mod 7£(n) and all i*?,-,). But using (62), we explicitly obtain 
W-iw-ш)"" 
^E^+EІw-^i px <-"—' дhß 
ӘA i^^дA 
дhiOL 2-" дe1 
E дA І т-y  І 
+E£'+E go**--**•>+£(£-£)** 
(mod Tl(il)) where a{ = d/i* -Dh%dx, ft = de* -De%dx G Q. The forms a1', ft can 
be expressed as linear combinations of the forms u{. Then the condition (55) means 
that in the complete sum only the initial summands uA. survive. This provides a 
large system of linear partial differential equations for the unknown functions H%\ 
K%\ A, B%\ C%. If this system is satisfied then we have a formula of the kind 
D\<%*_ZirAr) (mod 71(51)), 
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and thus the form f under consideration is a VC form to a variational integral. 
Moreover̂  the coefficients ej,r, (the £C operators) are linearly dependent on the 
variables 
. { dK
% dA dA dB% dC% 
' ' dk de*' dh^ dx1 dx 
that all vanish on E. So, altogether taken, we have a "weakened" solution of the 
inverse problem: the given system of equations determining the subspace E implies all 
relations e?* = 0 (and thus the prolongation Dke3,s = 0) but the converse need not 
be true. In order to ensure the exact coincidence, some additional "nondegeneracy" 
conditions of algebraic nature are needed: the lowest order equations of the prolonged 
system Dke3,} = 0 (in current cases already the equations eJ,, = 0 ) should be 
equivalent to the lowest order equations which determine the subspace E. We abstain 
from more details since they cannot bring any new ideas. 
If E is of infinite dimension (that is, we deal with an underdetermined system 
of differential equations) then the residuum 1Z(Q/B) of the restriction H / E of the 
diffiety fi on E is generated by certain total differentials which assume the role of 
the previous first integrals /i*-, . . . ,h a . At the place of the previous variable x, a 
series of variables x1, x2 , . . . should be introduced to obtain a system of coordinates 
h1,..., ha, xl, x2,... on E. With this change, the previous directions (especially the 
formula (62), (63)) may be accepted. 
APPENDIX 
38. Uniqueness of VC forms. Let us consider two normal filtrations Q*,fr 
of the same diffiety fi with the corresponding families of initial forms ul, (j = 
1,. . . , j r ) , Ctf, (j = 1, . . . , j r ) . To a given constrained variational integral (3), we 
obtain the relevant VC forms £,f together with the families of £C operators er 
(j = 1,. . . ,ir), er (j = 1, . . . , jr)> respectively. It is self-evident that the resulting 
£C systems Dke{ = 0, Dke* = 0 appearing after prolongation are equivalent, that 
is, the relevant subspaces E = E C R°° are identical (since they can be defined in 
terms of the intrinsical concept (46) of an extremal). 
However, the VC forms £, £ need not be equal. Assume for certainty £=*£+£ c?eu){ 
(modulo n(fl)). Then 
E^ r )Ads^ 
(modulo Tl(U) and fi A fl) after taking the exterior differential (cf. (55)). Here the 
forms u^rj on the left can be expressed by linear combinations of the forms u{ and 
it follows that the higher order npnvanishing coefficients cj (with maximal 5) of the 
term LJ8+I A cte on the right can be expressed by linear combinations of functions er. 
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In particular, these coefficients are all vanishing on E. Since then Dc?8 = 0 for these 
coefficients on the subspace E, too, we may proceed with lower order coefficients cj 
in an analogous manner. 
As a final result, all coefficients cj prove to be vanishing on the subspace E and 
we conclude that f — £ (modulo 7£(fi)) at every point of E. Consequently, the 
restrictions of the VC forms £, £ and thus of their differentials dxf d£ on the subspace 
E C R°° are identical modulo 7£(ft). So it does not matter which VC form is used 
for investigations of properties of extremals since they all lie on E. 
39. Vanishing of VC system. Assume E = R°°, hence er = 0 is identically 
vanishing. In virtue of (55) we have d£ l= ^2ai?8ur A u){ (modulo lZ(il)) where the 
sum may be taken only over r < s and r = s with i < j . Then applying the identity 
d2f =* 0 (mod 7£(ft)) and using the formulae du38 =* dxAuj
3
8^x (mod72.(0) and 
ft Aft), one can easily find that necessarily alJ8 = 0 are identically vanishing. It follows 
that d£ =" 0 (modulo fc(ft)), hence f = X>*dx* -t-dV for appropriate a\V € T, 
dxl E 7£(ft). Choosing a function x E T transverse to D, i.e., satisfying Dx = 1, we 
may write A = (]T alDxl + DV) dx (mod ft) for the constrained variational integral 
and in particular, A = DV • dx is a generalized divergence if TZ(Ct) = 0. 
40. E. Noether's theory. Let a vector field 5 be a divergence symmetry of the 
variational problem (3) in the sense that we suppose £sft C ft, £sA =* dg (mod ft) 
for appropriate g E T. Let Pn: p = po(t) E R°° (0 ^ t ^ 1) be an extremal, hence 
p%Z\ df = 0 for all vector fields Z where f is a VC form (cf. (46)). It follows that 
dpSSR = P0 dSJ£ = P*0(S\ d£ + dSJfl 
= PQ£SZ = PICSX = Podg = dp*0g 
and hence S\£ — g = const, on every extremal. 
41. Variational formula. Let a two-dimensional surface lying in the space 
R°° be constituted by a one-parameter family of curves P(r) : p = p(£,r) E R°° 
(a(T) ^t ^ 6(r), a ^ r -̂  /J) that are solutions of Pfaff's system u = 0 (a; E ft) for 
every fixed value of the parameter r. Assume moreover that dx{l = 0 (i = 1, . . . , a) 
on the surface (where Tl(Vt) = {dx1,... ,dxa} as above). Then 
(64) fi = J J dt = E/Z^H) Adx 
for the VC form f by virtue of Green's formula on (55). The double integral on 
the right is taken over the surface, the curvilinear integral on the left is taken over 
its boundary: the curves P(a): p = p(t,a) (a(a) ^ t ^ 6(a)) and P(/3): p = p(*,/3) 
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(a(0) < t < b((3)) completed by the "end point curves" p = (a(T), r) and p = (6(r), r) 
(a^t ^b) together constitute the boundary. 
If () = a + tpe is "infinitesimally near" to a, the surface degenerates into a thin 
band and the above formula yields 
(65) (s? J L . > * ) - " *(Z4W)+*(Zo(a))=E /PW e^J(t^A dx) 
where Zt = ^p(a(t),a 4-e)| 0 is the "variational vector". For the transverse 
variations satisfying Ztx = 0, the right hand side simplifies to 
( 6 6 ) ' W eMr){Zt)dx 
and resembles the common variational term for classical unconstrained variational 
problems. Like in the case of the above problems, the functions ul, (Zt) can be made 
quite arbitrary by appropriate choice of the vector field Zt) which implies eT = 0 on 
all extremals by elementary classical arguments. 
42. Integral invariants. If the curves P(r) of the preceding section are ex-
tremals, (64) simplifies to § £ = 0. It follows easily that this identity is satisfied 
for any closed curve lying in the above mentioned surface or more generally, for 
any closed curve lying in a two-dimensional simply connected surface constituted 
by a one-parameter family of extremals. In equivalent terms, we conclude that 
§ £ = const, if the closed curve of integration depends on a parameter and moves 
in the direction of the flow of extremals. (That is, f is a relative integral invariant 
for the SC system.) In still other terms, / / d£ = const, if the two-dimensional inte-
gration domain moves in the direction of the flow of extremals. (That is, df is an 
absolute integral invariant) Since we are working in the subspace E, we in fact deal 
with uniquely determined forms f, df here. 
43. Geodesies field theory. A (k + l)-dimensional subspace F C E is called a 
field of extremals if F is constituted by a fc-parameter family of extremals P(r) : p = 
p(t, r) G R°° (a(r) ^ t ^ b(T),T = (r 1 , . . . , Tk) is varying in a subdomain of R*) and 
moreover / f = 0 for every closed curve lying in F (where f is a VC form). Since the 
llast condition can be expressed by / / df = 0 for every two-dimensional integration 
domain in F, we conclude that df = 0 is vanishing on F. By comparison with classical 
theory, Pfaff's equation d£ = 0 appears as a far going generalization of the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation for all constrained variational integrals (3). Analogously £ may 
serve as a convenient substitute of the Hilbert invariant integral which immediately 
leads to the generalized Weierstrass theory. It seems that the 23rd Hilbert problem 
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(suggestively explained but not explicitly formulated by Hilbert, cf. [Ma]) which 
might have consisted in a reasonable generalization of the geodesies field theory can 
be resolved for the constrained integrals of the kind (3). However, it is to be noted 
that the multiple variational integrals cause much more difficulties. Although the 
concept of a diffiety can be carried over to several independent variables without 
troubles, the investigation of VC forms and inverse problems still belongs to the 
most important and urgent mathematical impositions at all. 
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